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PREPARE NOW FOR THAT
TRIP HOME
1. DRAIN WORN OIL AND REFILL CRANKCASE
2. CHECK TIRES
3. CHECK WATER IN BATTERY
4. GET COMPLETE LUBRICATION
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KEEPING THE WATER
LEVEL UP CAN SAVE
you A LOT OF MOTOR
TROUBLE
FREE MAPS . . . .
Let us fill your radiator, check your oil, check your tires,
clean your windshield and check your battery. Before you
leave, fill yoxir tank with that Good Gulf Gasoline . . . and
get a FREE Gulf map to guide you.
Drive In Today
GULF REFINING CO.
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ship. Stallion catalog
with full pedigrees
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data will be mailed
on request. :: :: ::
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Three Blue-Ribbon Kentucky Products
Mighty fine things come from the Blue Grass State. Lovely girls to
steal your heart. Thoroughbred horses to lay your money on. And
Spud, that grand cigarette that keeps your mouth cool and daisy-fresh.
/
Afew years ago,onlya few peopleknew aboutSpuds. They likedthem
as a refreshing change. And they told their friends the good news.
Now everybody knows the cigarette that's added smoking comfort to
smoking enjoyment. Andthousands upon thousands aredeep-dyed Spud
enthusiasts. We believe you'll like them, too. Why not try them?
CORK TIP or PLAIN
THE AXTON-MSHER TOBACCO COMPANY. INCORPORATED, LOUISVIUS. KY.
n
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SPUD
I MENTHOL -COOLED
I CIGARETTES
•OR 20
(2S« IN CANADA)
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To the
Kentucky T>erby
SHORTEST DIRECT ROUTE
Avoiding Traffic
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Railroad Co.
OHIO RIVER BRIDGE
rS
• in-
Between LOUISVILLE, KY. and NEW ALBANY, IND.
W, S. CAMPBELL
Manager and Chief Engineer
Phone
Shawnee 5860
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Many Derby visitors
will motor through
Louisville's beautiful
Seneca Park (left).
Below: A tense mo
ment on the Churchill
Downs track.
© CM/ield <5- Shook
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Sixty Years of the Y^entucky Y)erby
By Jim Hexry
A race o'er a full cup course
That lidll show the bottom and speed as well
That lies in a well-bred horse.
Your half-mile dashes and such may do
For the half-bred steeds you raise
But the head is level and the heart beats true
Thai sighs for the old-time days.
—Old Toast.
H, SUSANNA—"
Stable-hands harmonize, swinging currycombs
and water-brushes. Feed buckets rattle. The
acrid smell of gall salve and liniment mingles with the
faint scent of lilacs and honeysuckle. A trainer bandages
the velvety legs of a little filly. Alexander, an incredibly
ancient Negro, squints at the red disk in the East and
hitches two grays to the track water-cart. An exercise
boy huddles in his turtle-neck sweater as he works a steam
ing colt around the far turn. The gabled grandstand creaks
in the wind. Pungent wood smoke eddies from stable-
kitchen chimneys. An incomparable aroma is in the
breeze.
"Ham and eggs!"
The song breaks sharply. The feed buckets, gall salve.
o
v*.
1 1 *11^1
11
liniment and leg bandages, are hastily dropped. The colt
romps in. Breakfast time at Churchill Downs, Monday,
May 17, 1875.
High noon. Hundreds have been here since the first
streaks of dawn. Thousands move through flower-colored
Third Street—"on horse, on foot, in hacks and gilded
chariots." The waxy sweetness of magnolia blossoms fills
the air.
Ta-raaa!
Through the gypsies, dancing Negroes, grande dames,
high-hatted cavaliers, cabs, barouches and four-in-hands, a
big red tally-ho coach rolls. On the high front seat, a
gorgeously attired Negro holds the satin ribbons guiding
four bob-tailed grays. Colonel Lew Clark and his lady
«
In far-off days big
red tally-hos rolled
out to Churchill
Downs and the Gait
House (left) was
filled with guests
from far and near.
l<
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are entering the Downs. The free infield is packed with
carriages. Picnics are held in the shade of trees just be
yond.
Under the new grandstand, which seats 6,000 persons,
Negro mammies dole out fried fish, pralines, chicken and
old country ham. Rude, bed-quilt canopied stalls are
clustered about the narrow south entrance. Excitable
gentlemen throng the new-fangled betting machines.
"Carpet-bag" bookies take bets as low as a nickel. Craps,
chuck-a-luck, spindle and shell games are in prosperous
operation. Place your bets!
The betting ring is in a Billy-be-damned uproar. Jim
Meddis, the auctioneer, establishes the H. P. McGrath
entry (Chesapeake and Aristides) as post-time favorites
B r o k e r's Tip, the
Bradley winner of
the 1933 Derby.
Right: Looking
across the Churchili
Downs track from
the boxes.
© Cauficid &• Shook
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due to their crack performances at Lexington last week.
But the betting is rather quiet around the Paris Mutuels.
This system is so new and odd that few care to entrust their
wagers to a robot bookmaker. Meddis' English pools,
however, keep the pot boiling.
Silver-tongued Cathcart the Caller, another pool-seller,
is here in his fancy weskit, gray bowler and russet shoes.
It is a four-race card. Captain Billy Cottrill's good colt.
Bonaventure, ridden by Billy Lakeland, has just won the
first race over a distance of a mile and a quarter—the first
race ever run on the new course.
This second race, the Kentucky Derby, is the event of
the day. It is a mile and a half, like the English model at
Epsom Downs, for three-year-olds; $50 entrance fee, play
or pay, the association adding $1,000. This rich
stake closed last March first with forty-two nomi
nations.
"Here they come!"
Ten thousand babbling, excited persons
scramble for vantage points in the stand, infield
and by the rail. A lone Colonel with black slouch
hat and long hickory staff, daintily squirts a thin
amber stream over the rail.
Chesapeake and Aristides, blinkered and
blanketed, are working through the stretch.
Ten Broeck passes the stand at racing speed for
a few strides. The crowd yells encouragement.
A police detail in high gray hats, gleaming stars
and loosely swinging truncheons, keep their eyes
on the special section of the grandstand devoted
to the ladies. Duels may flare among their
escorts.
Stripped for action, fifteen superbly con
ditioned thoroughbreds face Colonel W. H. John
son, today's starter, at the half-mile post. He
marshals the little band into two ranks, because
of the track's narrowness. A whip cracks.
Three horses jump. Aristides—the little Red
Hoss—stands as motionless as a bronze horse on
a black marble clock. His rider, Oliver Lewis,
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teeters mosquito-Jike above the slim pad of leather called
a racing saddle.
The jockeys are tense, anxious to "get em off on top."
Chesapeake jitters back and forth interminably. Now!
The drum rolls and the crimson ilag flashes down. The
crowd gasps.
"They're off!"
And against this backdrop of the golden 'seventies, the
Louisville Jockey Club presents its first Kentucky Derby.
The West is echoing with the feats of Jesse James, the
palace boats are on the river, and Churchill Downs is the
Acropolis of the South.
The picture fades.
The bluegrass is long above the graves of Harper and
Reynolds and Buford and Grinstead. The great
horses they bred and raced and loved, are dust.
It is a long way from the day Price McGrath's
almost-fabled Aristides ran himself literally bow-
legged to win the first Kentucky Derby and a purse
of $2,875 beforea handful of spectators; a long way
from the day Vagrant, the second Derby winner, was
sold for a paltry $250; a long way from the day it
was fashionable to walk to Churchill Downs on the
day of days.
And, next, Saturday, May 5, 1934.
Forty airplanes, fifty trains, one hundred busses
and some 15,000 private automobiles, not to mention
bicycles and equipages, disgorging people from every
walk of life—railroad magnates, industrial leaders,
authors, editors, motion picture directors and theatri
cal folk. Governors, Senators, Congressmen and
Mayors, military and naval authorities, and foreign
diplomats and ambassadors. And staid, leisurely
Louisville like a nice old lady after a couple of quick
ones. Company coming!
Soon the drumbeat of flying hoofs on the mellow
track will be heard again.
The Seelbach is transformed into another replica
of Versailles. Recitations of James Whitcomb
Riley's "The Kentucky Thoroughbred" are heard in the
lobby of the Brown.
The same crowd gathering: the butcher, the actresses,
the bankers, the bakers, the politicians, the peddlers, the
beaux and belles—the candlestick maker. The kind of
crowd that eats ham sandwiches and peanuts and drinks
soda pop and stretches its leg between races.
Churchill Downs glittering in the dusty sunshine. And
the sixtieth renewal of the Kentucky Derby is at hand—a
$40,000 classic, recently reduced from $50,000. More than
80,000 visitors on their way.
When the parade to the post begins and the strains of
"My Old Kentucky Home" are heard, everybody will try
to squeeze through the vortex of the seething crowd on the
/
t • f
Falsetto, one of the
most famous race
horses in his day,
painted in 1879 by
Henry Stall for Fal
setto's owner. Col
onel Hunt Reynolds
of Fleetwood Farm,
near Frankfort,
where the painting
still hangs. Isaac
Murphy, colored
jockey and three
times a Derby win
ner, is mounted on
Falsetto. This pho
tograph is shown by
courtesy of Mrs.
George B o s w e 11,
present owner of
Fleetwood.
Left: Derby Day in
Louisville long ago.
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paddock lawn for a fleeting glimpse of the shimmering
flanks and gay satins of the Derby runners, wish bonchancc
to that tenner on So-and-so's colt, and scramble back to the
box or rail.
The sleek racers will pass in stately file before the roar
ing stands and up the track to the post.
The crowd nervously fingers ties, hats and programmes.
Minutes pass. Or are they hours? The highly-strung
thoroughbreds, trained to the minute, weave and bob.
And—
Whang!
The barrier snaps up and the field catapults forward, a
wild jumble of colors. The cosmopolitan mob looses the
historic watch-word;
"They're off!"
Within two minutes, the leaders whirl into the top of
the stretch—boot-to-boot. A fortune and unending fame
wait at the end of the mile and a quarter journey. A pair
of jockeys are duelling down the straightway. Whips
gone. Knuckles white. It's a ding-dong battle. The
foam-flecked mounts are running their hearts out. Their
riders are climbing higher on the withers, coaxing, cursing,
cajoling. Stride for stride, the twodescendants of Diomed,
hammer past the last eighth, the last sixteenth, the judges'
stand—past.
The winner!
"Hi-eeee!"
The grand old Rebel yell cracks high and keen above the
•yj--'..
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volcanic roar of the mob. Thousands rush for the gates—
eager to get home and tell about the Derby.
The sixtieth Kentucky Derby is history.
Where hoofs thundered an hour ago, a lone track-drag
creaks along. The last straggler—a man who loved to
"pick a winner"—walks down the road. The grandstand
whispers in the wind.
MACAULEYS
THEATRE
•niiliiiiiiiwiiiiMiinifi
A Louisville street
many Derby Days
ago.
In the Clubhouse
garden at Churchill
Downs, today.
© Coufield & Shook
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The doorway of My Old Kentucky Home, Bardstown,
where the annual Stephen Collins Foster Song
Festival will be held on the composer's birthday,
July 4.
Two gifted young mountain minstrels who will sing
at ^e American Folk Song Festival to be held at
Traipsin Woman cabin on the Mayo Trail near Ash-
land on June 10.
7'J
Three char
acteristic •
Kentucky
Festivals are
scheduled for
early summer
© Cauficid & Shook
The blooming of the mountain laurel will attract
thousands of visitors to the Kentucky Mountain
Laurel Festival, June I and 2, in Laurel Cove at Pine
Mountain State Park, near Pineville.
Page 11i
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Three notably beautiful small houses
are shown on this page. Above is the
residence of Dr. and Mrs. Lewis in
Lexington. At the left is the sex
ton's house in Lexington's Episcopal
Cemetery—a charming example of
Queen Anne Gothic. Below is "The
Grange", in Bourbon County.
-'v..-5 .
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The Small Houses of Old Kentucky
Offer Models for the Builder of Today
By REXFORD NEWCOMB
—Photographs by Tebbs & Knell
IT IS not generally known that Mount Vernon, the
splendid mansion of the august Father of his Country
originated in a very modest cottage. This, however,
is the case, for in 1752 when George Washington came
into possession of the estate upon the Potomac the house
was a simple but well proportioned story-and-a-half resi
dence consisting of a central passage flanked by two rooms
either side and containing a simple staircase leading to the
low-ceilinged sleeping apartments above. This in scores
of cases would serve as a description of the arrangements
of those charming smaller houses with which Kentucky
countrysides and towns are dotted, especially in the Blue
Grass.
To the architect riding through a state so full of splendid
precedent, not only for residences of the more elaborate
type but also for charming little houses, it seems incon
ceivable that an intelligent citizenry should tolerate the
erection of the bungaloid (or as a friend of mine says
"bungle-house") atrocities that so seriously mar many a
fine Kentucky town. What indeed have these houses of
Indian (Hindu) origin to do with life, past or present,
in the land of Boone, Harrod, Lincoln and Clay?
Many Kentucky friends have asked me where to look
for native inspiration for small cottages and the less pre-
m
tentious types of house. These are scarcer perhaps than
the great estates but here and there one encounters simply
stunning, well-proportioned houses that should serve as
precedent for a tiny cottage or for slightly larger types
ranging up to six or eight rooms.
Some of our greater houses in Kentucky, like General
Washington's matchless residence, began with a mass of
modest proportions which, by the addition of a second
story and flanking wings, became in the course of time a
mansion in a real sense.
Often also one encounters upon such estates excellent
buildings that originally served the master thereof as a resi
dence to be given over to the occupancy of slaves or servants
once a competence had been won from the soil and means
were at liand for the erection of a more elaborate habitation.
Indeed it chances that where that competence w-as not won
before the fifties or sixties the great house is often artisti
cally inferior to the slave quarters. Not a few owners of
Kentucky places have been surprised when I have shown
greater interest in servant quarters or out-buildings than in
the main house itself. In one significant case what was
originally a minor building upon an estate was converted
into one of the most charming small houses I know any
where in America. This lovely little house, on Edgehill
Two views of the house on Edgehill Road in
Louisville which Mr. Newcomb considers one of
the most charming smaU houses in America.
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At top of page
is an old slave
house on the
C a s s i u s M.
Clay estate at
Richmond.
Center: Portion
of a wall of the
slave house on
the General
McConnell
place in Wood-
f o r d County.
Below: The
house at 101
Main Street,
Frankfort.
Road in Louisville, is built of white-washed
stone and stucco has a delightful sweep of roof
which at the rear results in a friendly over
hang that shelters a brick terrace making
thereof a most delightful retreat.
But there are many old servant quarters
that should give to the discerning splendid
suggestions for houses of modest pretensions.
Often in a condition of semi-dilapidation, these
form the most picturesque feature of an other
wise uninteresting group of out-buildings.
That upon the former Cassius M. Clay estate
at Richmond and attributed to the last decade
of the eighteenth century offers particularly
fine masses and textures in stone. The heavy
stone chimneys and the low broad roof lines
are especially good and full of domesticity.
Carefully managed, this simple mass with per
haps a small ell at the rear could serve as the
envelope of a most delightful modern home in
any Kentucky situation where stone con
struction is appropriate. With a broad flag
stone terrace at the rear and a tangled garden
of old-fashioned flowers and a flagged or
gravel walk at the front, this should satisfy
the deepest shelter longings of any true Kentuckian.
Another delightful but less presentable old servant
house is that on the General McConnell Place on the
Mortonville Pike in Woodford County. Built of
stone but simpler in mass, this old house offers sug
gestions for almost as small a house as a modern
family could possibly ask. With end chimneys and
twin doors, this old structure originally consisted of
only two rooms. But simple as it is, perhaps no stone
wall that I have ever encountered, at home or abroad,
has so fascinated me as has that at the left end of this
honest and austere slave house of a bygone day. To
lay up a wall with naked joints like that shown in the
photograph at the left and a wall that would at the
same time be stable and water tight should prove
the despair as well as the aim of any true builder.
Then set against that wall pink hollyhocks and blue
delphiniums and a real symphony of form,
light and shade, texture and color is achieved.
Amongst the older Shaker houses at Pleas
ant Hill (Shakertown) will be found a num
ber of smaller residences erected before the
Shakers began to build the larger three-storied
dormitories that characterized their later con
struction activities. Many of these, most of
them of two stories, furnish splendid sugges
tions for modern houses up to six or eight
rooms. Prominent end-chimneys, an absence
of elaborate detail, but an honest home-like
atmosphere make them particularly sugges
tive for designs either in stone or brick. The
Pennebacker House with its interesting stone
textures, wide chimneys, cellar entrance and
rear wooden wing, is saturated with a cleanly
American domesticity that is highly commend
able. It is a pity that such is so rare in modern
architecture! The smaller Shaker houses do
not have shutters but there is excellent
precedent for the use of these and other
features in such a house as the old stone
one at 101 Main Street, Frankfort. Unfortu
nately the original six-paned windows have
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here been replaced by the more modern two-paned sashes.
Then there are the lovely smaller brick houses that offer
such a wealth of suggestion not only as to plan and mass
but also as to constructive means and decorative motif. A
house that is at once frugally simple in disposition, mass
and detail, yet at the same time rich in artistic potentialities,
is an old house at 140 East Washington Street in George
town. In an era tliat is just beginning to learn that sim
plicity and directness are qualities as commendable in art
as in life itself, this fine old white-washed brick now oc
cupied by Negroes, will prove full of suggestion. Set atop
double stone-clad terraces, this house disposes its rooms
either side a centralhallway which is reach^ through a fine
wooden-framed Palladian doorway. The leaded side-lights
tliat must originally have flanked the doors are gone, but
the fine old six- and nine-paned sashes that give such
splendid "scale" to the windows, and the old-time shutters
are still in place. A simple but well modeled cornice
crowns the front wall of this beautiful museum piece which
some public-spirited organization in the fine old college
town of Georgetown should acquire and dedicate to some
public-service purpose, thus arresting further deterioration.
The rather accidental rear wing at the left end adds a
record of that expansive quality that old houses that have
seen much of life often present.
But Georgetown has other old houses rich in suggestion
for the home builder who would erect a beautiful house of
modest proportions. Perhaps the finest of these is the
Shropshire house with its friendly and homelike tetrastyle
Greek portico. Closely hugging mother earth, this noble
old white-painted brick offers a surer hospitality than any
house approached by a flight of steps can possibly offer.
A central hall reached by an elliptical-headed door,
flanked by side lights, forms the central motif of the plan.
A graceful arch upon Ionic columns is a feature of this
hall. The interior trim, like the exterior portico, betrays
a distinct leaning toward the Greek revival but in mass
and disposition the house reflects the general spirit of the
declining Georgianism of the preceding period. As quaint
a feature as is to be found anywhere, are the windows
which, flanked by long narrow side-lights, are disposed in
such a way that when the large six-paned sashes are tele
scoped the hinged panels below the lower sash may be
swung in and the opening converted into a doorway. Thus
by means of a short step down one may negotiate the ex
terior terrace from the interior floor level. Fortunately
the long side-light shutters are still in place, although those
of the window proper have disappeared.
Another Georgetown example that will merit the study
of prospective Kentucky home builders is the old wing
of the Showalter residence. Also of white-painted brick,
with smaller shutter-shaded windows and an adorable
elliptical-headed doorway with side and fanlights, this fine
old veteran achieves a real homelike atmosphere. Un
fortunately it is marred by a more recent porch of the jig
saw era.
A fine old brick, perhaps a bit more elaborate in plan
than those so far cited, is "Eothan," the residence of the
late Colonel Dick Redd on the Georgetown Pike near Lex
ington. This house achieves a greater depth of plan by
the use of a low gambrel roof over the main mass, supple
mented by a pedimented cross wing at right angles to that
mass. In front of the main facade projects a classically
disposed portico which shelters a central doorway, flanked
by true Colonial round-arched windows. Here the lower
sash consists of six panes, the upper of nine panes, plus
the semi-circular portion which fits the arch. Well
140 East Washington Street, Georgetown.
The Shropshire house, Georgetown.
The Showalter house, Georgetown.
The Lyle house, Versailles.
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Above: The
M u 1 d r o w
homestead i n
Woodford
County.
Left:
The Cleveland
house,
Versailles.
Below:
"RosehiU," the
Chenault
house,
Lexington.
covered with climbing roses and wisteria in
which numberless birds nest in the summer
time, "Eothan" presents a delightful exterior
picture, to say nothing of her charm of in
terior planning and detail.
It is extremely difficult to limit one's self
when the fine old brick Colonials and Greek
Revivals are up for consideration. Versailles
has two splendid examples that should offer
the surest sort of precedent for one interested
in the planning of a true-type Kentucky house.
These, the Lyle and Eliza Cleveland residences,
are in the same block in Woodford's delightful
county seat. The Lyle house with a most
varied roof line presents as its frontal motif
a tetrastyle (four-columned) classic portico
in the gable of which is an excellent Palladian
window. The doorway is simple and fine and
the twelve-pane sashes of the windows delight
fully delicate in handling.
The portico of the Cleveland house is simi
lar and the doorway of much the same pattern
but here the windows, like that in the pediment
of the portico, are of Palladian design. The
charming domesticity that each of these houses
reflects should prove of value to any attempting to catch
the real essence of Kentucky domestic architecture. As in
the Lyle house, the mantels of the Cleveland house are
sedate and beautiful, that in the dining room being most
chaste and delicate. The ornaments upon the living room
mantel are based upon a fan motif.
A fine old brick farm house in Woodford County is the
old Colonel Andrew Muldrow homestead not far from
the former Shryock Ferry upon the Kentucky River and
opposite Tyrone. In a state of sad repair when I last
visited it, this once well-kept old house seemed to be al
most as beautiful in dilapidation as it might have been in
full repair. The four columns of the portico, like few in
Kentucky, carry delicate arches of wood which in turn sup
port a nicely moulded cornice that makes a base for a well
proportioned pediment. A semi-circular window perfo
rates the pediment. A fine semi-circular flight of steps cut
in Kentucky River limestone leads up to the portico. As
at the Lyle house the principal windows here
are Palladian in design.
Inside the house one finds the central hall
flanked by two rooms at either side while the
hall is divided about halfway back by as hand
some a carved wooden archway as the Colonial
architecture of Kentucky presents. These
rooms contain several very lovely mantel
pieces, that in the living room featuring a deli
cate shelf supported upon most refined fluted
coupled colonnettes. The mantels here are
among the finest in the State and should serve
as most excellent patterns for good modern
descendants.
Of more elaborate design because of their
triple-mass ensembles are "The Grange" on
the Maysville Pike near Paris and "Ridge-
way," the Churchill Humphrey house in St.
Matthews, so happily restored by Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Cossar, shown on page nine of
the Kentucky Progress Magazine, Fall,
1933. Each is lovely and commendable in its
own way, "The Grange" for its unique but
sober classic portico, its handsome dormers
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and its superb Palladian windows in the end pavilions; the
house at St. Matthews for excellent masses, its delicate
wooden portico and its beautiful and liveable interiors.
I think the portico at "The Grange" is very clever in
the manner in which it achieves something of the spirit of
the old Greek Doric in wood without the questionable pro
cedure of imitating stone in a lighter material. These
twelve-sided columns are true wooden supports that do not
transcend in design conception the nature of the material
in which they are built, a fine point of architectural dis
crimination but one that brands the designer of "The
Grange" as a real master. The pediment likewise is com
mendable for its chaste simplicity. The deep-set doorway
with its delicate fan- and side-lights contrasts markedly
with the staunch columns of the portico and thus empha
sizes them.
The end pavilions, the distinguishing motif of which is
the elegantly disposed Palladian window in each, are like
wise somewhat unusual. Neatly moulded with fluted
frames, these fine old windows contrive to account for
most of the wall area of these pavilions, especially when the
shutters, designed to cover side-lights as well
as the central window, are opened out. These
windows at "The Grange" because of their
delicacy of design and real residential "scale"
offer particularly apt precedent for such fea
tures in a modern residence. The interior
details are particularly fine, the stairway with
hardwood newel and rail and plain white
jjalusters and steps being especially satisfying
and applicable to modern-day residence design.
While similar in its triple-massing, "Ridge-
way" at St. Matthews has many features that
contrast markedly with "The Grange." For
one thing, the portico of wood is of the light
est and most delicate menibering, the columns
partaking of that extreme attenuation of pro
portions that character
ize beautiful "Home-
wood," the old Carroll
mansion now on the
campus of Johns Hop
kins University in Balti
more. The roofs of the
three masses are, as at
"The Grange," pyrami
dal in disposition but
here no dormers pierce
them, as the house is
distinctly of the one-
story type. Unique in
Kentucky are the
"links" which connect
the principal masses.
These features, how
ever, again recall similar
motifs in old Maryland
houses. The central
mass would itself serve
as a splendid model for
a modern house of
modest proportions
while either mass is full
of suggestion for
modern work. Brick
work, window treat
ment, and shutters bv
Kight: The Childers
house, Versailles.
Below: 211 Steele
Street, Frankfort.
virtue of their simphcity and directness offer inspiration
for the handling of like features on any modern brick resi
dence.
Another fine brick residence full of splendid suggestion
for the home builder of today is "Rosehill," the Chenault-
Buckner house on North Limestone Avenue, Lexington.
Not far from a lovely little brick, charmingly "restored"
by Dr. and Mrs. Lewis, "Rosehill" still preserves much of
its old-time beauty without the aid of "restoratives."
Lastly I shall mention as full of suggestion the fine old
farm-house, "Woodland Villa" on the Paris-Maysville
Pike, shown on page twelve. Fall issue. This ex
cellent design in "straight up and down" boarding sets well
into the wooded landscape and reflects that quality of
domesticity achieved during the Gothic Revival of the last
century. The donners, a bit out of place on such an
antique, could with careful reproportioning be made suit
able adjuncts for a modern design in this style. Either
with or without the terminal wings this old wooden farm
house holds splendid suggestion for a modern farm or
countrv house.
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At left: Alice Hegan Rice and
Cale Young Rice in their
garden.
Lower left: The cabin south
of Iroquois Park, Louisville,
where for many years Mr. and
Mrs. Rice spent part of their
summers.
Directly below: The entrance
to the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Rice in St. James Court,
Louisville.
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The Poetry and Prose of the
Rice Family
By ANNIE RUSSELL MARBLE
{In The Boston Transcript)
SEVERAL years ago the degree of Doctor of Litera
ture was conferred at the same time upon Cale Young
Rice, the distinguished poet, and upon Alice Hegan
Rice, his wife, beloved by readers in all parts of the world
as the creator of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," and
many other famous stories. In these days of many books,
it is not unusual for husband and wife to produce literature
of distinctive qualities. In England, examples are Leonard
Woolf, the critic-essayist, and Virginia Woolf, the psycho
logical novelist, and Wilfrid Meynell, biographer and
journalist, and Alice Meynell, the poet recently deceased.
In America, husbands and wives write fiction of contrast
ing kinds and competing popularity, like Charles G. Norris
and Kathleen Norris, Struthers Burt and Katherine Newlin
Burt, and Hamilton Gibbs and Jeannette Phillips Gibbs.
In the union of "the Rices," as they are known to their
friends among authors and editors, there were bonds of
similarity and marked distinctions in temperament and
literary impulses. In 1902, when they were married,
Richard Watson Gilder, appreciative friend of both
authors, wrote:
Wit—to fantasy
The muse—to merriment.
Pathos—^to poetry,
Such marriage, heaven sent.
Lives eternally.
Six months before their marriage, "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbagfe Patcli" had appeared, bringing sudden fame to
Many rare and
interesting vol
umes are found
on the book
shelves that
line the com
fortable living
room of the
Rices' house in
Louisville.
Alice Caldwell Hegan. More precious to her than the
record of astonishing sales of this little book were the
messages of individual gratitude and appreciation for such
a human story, so true in its cliaracterization, so refreshing
and wholesome in its humor and philosophy. Such mes
sages have not ceased with the years; in the two decades
and more that have passed, the story has been translated
into eight languages, it has been acted in dramatized form
throughout America and England, in South Africa and
India. As Mr. and Mrs. Rice have circled the globe in
their travels, they have met many people of divergent tastes
and races who have added words of personal thanks for
this simple message.
The story by which the name of Alice Caldwell Hegan
became known to the world was human because this quality
is one of the basic traits of its author. Humanity and
humor of the most genuine kind emanate from her per
sonality even on a chance acquaintance; they are intensified
by longer and better knowledge of her ideals and their
practical application in her daily life. Louisville is the
home of these devoted writers—devoted to each other, to
their profession, and to the welfare of every community
where they may sojourn. Mrs. Rice was born in the home
stead of her grandfather. Judge James Caldwell of Shelby
County, where she passed many happy summers of her
childhood. Stories of her great-grandfather and his seven
A
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Mrs. Wiggs (played by Madge Carr Cook) irons
out Australia's plaits while Europena looks on in
the English production of "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch. The Paramount Studios have an
nounced a screen production of Mrs. Wiggs for
late April.
brothers, who had shared in reclaiming and settHng this
land, lingered in her memory and stimulated her admiration
for the heroic in all phases of life. Because she was not
strong, she did not enter school in Louisville until she was
ten years old. Already she had revealed her bent toward
writing, in rhymes and prose, but the early manuscripts
have not been retained except in partial memory. She re
members the difficulty that she had in making the letter
S, so she substituted for it the figure 8.
At school, she used her paper and pencil for dual pur
poses, writing occasional fancies and sketching her
teachers, school-mates and others in forms that, by her
humor, were often clever caricatures. This inclination to
draw whatever may offer as a subject is a characteristic
of the woman as it was of the girl. By social background
anH lively disposition she was fitted to become a leader
among the young people of Louisville. She wrote humor
ous skits which appeared in the local press. Meantime, her
strong humanity incited her to personal service among the
welfare organizations, the Boys' Club and the families
who lived in the shabby houses of "the Cabbage Patch"
of Louisville. With the rare understanding of human
nature which never lapses into condescension or cynicism,
she had true friends among these lowly people to whom
she brought household supplies and good cheer and from
whom she received a large quota of knowledge of life and
philosophy to meet joys, pathos, and defeats.
With her mother she filled "A Give Away Bag" with
various comforts for these friends, especially for one poor,
hutnorous woman whose personality became developed by
the author's sympathy and dramatic imagination, into the
famous "Mrs. Wiggs." For various periodicals Alice
Hegan had written short stories and witty essays (and
sketches) but now the lure of more serious writing called
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her away from social distractions to a "trunk room" where,
at intervals of seclusion, she wrote her first long story.
The material was an old ledger; she made her fictional
"entries" amid scattered business records. When the last
page was reached she stopped "because there was no more
paper." Then she typed this laboriously, "with two fore
fingers," on an old machine borrowed from her father's
office. She maintains that, at the time, her mechanical
achievement seemed more marvelous to her family than
did the literary manuscript. She sent it to The Century
Company, and it was accepted at once. Before publication
it was read one rainy Saturday to a group of young
women who called themselves, "with a courage half-gay
and half-ironical," The Authors' Club of Louisville.
Among the members were George Madden Martin, Annie
Fellows Johnston, Abby Roach, FannieCaldwell Macaulay,
Mary Leonard and the famous scientist, the late Ellen
Churchill Semple.
A few months before "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" was written, Cale Young Rice, who had taken his
master's degree at Har\'ard after previous University days
days in Tennessee, returned to Kentucky, the State of his
grandfathers, and to Louisville, the home of his parents.
He had tried teaching for a year, but two goals, philosophy
and poetry, urged him towards the writing of verse as a
life-work, when such venture seemed both daunting and
daring. The following year, 1902, he was married to
Alice Hegan and their life of mutual inspiration, writing
and travel has been one of ideal happiness.
The bibliographies of Mr. Rice and his wife show amaz
ing industry as well as variety in poetic and fictional forms.
Both are writers with dramatic vigor, although one writes
largely in verse, the other in prose. The definitive edition
of Mr. Rice's "Selected Plays and Poems," published in
1926, contains selections from his previously-written eight
een volumes; he has added to these other books of poetry
and short stories. Many of his poems were inspired by
distant scenes, timely impressions of landscape, custom's
or vivid personalities, like "A Beachcomber," "In a Canyon
of the Santa Inez" or "The Monsoon Breaks." One who
hasheard Mr. Rice read these dramatic pictures will always
recall the mystical queries about life and death of the first
poem, and the impressive refrain of the last:
Panting, panting, panting,
Oh, the terrible heatl
The immediate success of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" extended far beyond the United States. In England
and her colonies it was both read and loved for its perfect
insight, its humor and its unmatched technique, its origi
nality and freshness, its combined idealism and artistic
realism. To Barrie may be traced the suggestion of drama
tizing this story and parts of its successor, "Lovey Mary."
The stories of "Mrs. Wiggs" and "Lovey Mary" were
made into a play by Anne Crawford Flexner, which had
long runs in London and New York, w'as produced in
Europe, Asia, and Africa and after twenty-odd years is
still being played in stock companies all over the country.
Among later books of whimsical characters and sus
tained human insight, like "The Buffer." "Mr. Pete &Co.,"
and "The Honorable Percival," the war-story of "Quin"
has always aj^pealed to me as one of her finest in characteri
zation and balanced sentiment, with glints of real humor
and touches of genuine pathos.
From her first authorship, Mrs. Rice had a facile style,
delicate precision and marvelous condensation. These are
assets for every story-wTiter. In conjunction with Mr.
Rice she has written two volumes of short stories. "Turn
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About Tales" and "Winners and Losers." In spite of
such records of literary productivity, Mr. Rice and Mrs.
Rice impress one with their quiet charm, their moods of
reflection, seasons of rest and relaxation. Life to them
is full of rich experiences of travel and friendships, of
seclusion and comradeship away from outside distractions.
In their tree-shaded, vine-covered home in St. James Court,
in Louisville, they have their respective workshops and
their restful living-room. In the poem, "Swallows," dedi
cated to his wife, Mr. Rice has emphasized their com
panionship and his vision:
In a room that we love.
Under a lamp,
Whose soft glow falls around.
We sit' each night and you read to nie.
Through the silence soul-profound.
And black on the yellow frieze of the walls
The swallows fly unchanging,;
Round, round, yet never round,
Ranging—^yet never ranging.
We sit and you read, your face aglow.
While amid dreams that start
I watch the swallows
As each follows
The other, swift, apart.
Till oft it seems that your words are birds,
Flying into my heart,
And singing there, and bringing there,
Love's more than artless art.
And the sky, changing.
Shall be the room we love.
With its lamp-glow—and time-flow—
And happy swallows ranging.
When these authors travel, they create an atmosi>here
of home and anchorage: they are no feverish sight-seers.
If it be a summer in England and Scotland they are at
home witli their many friends or at some quiet inn; if
it be in Japan thev make their own atmosphere both for
work and observation.
The serious, philosophic trend of the writings of Cale
Young Rice were natural outgrowths of his groping
boyhood and, later, less sturdy
health. He was born at Dixon,
Kentucky, but at the age of six,
he went with his parents to
Evansville, Indiana, where he
lived until he was seventeen. In
his group of poems. "A Poet's
Childhood," he has reflected some
of these years.
From elementary schools in
Indiana he went to Cumberland
University in Tennessee, but the
routine of college education failed
to satisfy the curious, searching
mind of the poet: "For though
I studied somewhat," he says, "I
was really too busy imbibing a
From the California theatrical
production of Cale Young Rice's
"Yolanda of Cyprus," also pro
duced as grand opera with music
by Clarence Loomis.
knowledge of my kind to find lessons compelling. Nor
can I regret this. For Nature probably knew her business
with me better than the schools. At least she succeeded
in saturating me with poetic experience long before I really
knew what poetry was." The University of Kentucky
honored itself and Mr. Rice with an LL.D. in 1926.
For a brief period after his first University years, he
was clerk in a "small-town store" but, at twenty-two, he
decided to enter Harvard and specialize in poetry and
philosophy. He says: "I plunged for enlightenment into
the Philosophical Department there, fledged with what
seems to me now hardly more than mental pin-feathers."
The influence of such professors as Josiah Royce, William
James, and others in philosophy and literature left marked
traces upon his mind and imagination. He accepted a
professorship in literature at Cumberland University but,
after a year, the call of the poet was far louder than that
of the pedagogue, and he went to Louisville determined
to apply his ideals to drama and verse. From the first
he was "in advance of his age," as the familiar phrase
runs, a pioneer in creating new forms and establishing new
standards. "Of course, being young, I was a 'rebel,' but
hardly a 'professional one,' " is his statement of liis first
ventures. Two convictions motivated his plays and poems
in the determination to "restore" the best of the past with
out the "moribound" defects of the nineteenth century—
first, to "clear away all Greek, Norse, Biblical, Arthurian
o • i-; SCHOOi-and other mythological baggage and write with direct.So never mlands howeve^f^. '^ ' natural speech out of a real rather than a literary emo-
Or seas that wash them round, rtt^nADV ,.• >< j . e j i
Shall I see wings along the skj^ 10 H A I* T tion : second, to find new sources of both romance and
But instantly the sound . • reality.
ZIZ Grew., - Kentucky Gilbert Murray, the English critic, has summarized the
chief merit of Mr. Rice's contribution to poetry: "Amidst
all the distractions of contemporary taste, it remains true
to the central drift of great poetry." Like Alice Hegan
Rice, he has never lowered his literary integrity for passing
commercial awards: he has "kept the faith" with his Muse
and with his readers. Spontaneity and friendliness are
outstanding traits of both these authors, in their human
relationships and their work in prose and poetry. "Wraiths
and Realities" and "Trails Sunward" are fitting phrases
to embody their varied interests and goals, as well as titles
of poetic volumes.
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EDMUND H. TAYLOR
Painted by Matthew H. Jouett. Owned
by his daughter, Mrs. John S. Cannon,
Frankfort.
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Some Kentucky Painters
By Mrs. H. V, mcChesney
F^OR many years Kentucky has lured painters. End
less inspiration and material for brush and pallette
have been provided in the thrilling lives of hardy, in
domitable pioneers such as Boone, Kenton and George
Rogers Qark; in the picturesque beauty of mountains,
streams and sweeping lowlands. This paper will consider
painters of former years only.
Outstanding among the painters Kentucky has produced
are Matthew H. Jouett, often called "Kentucky's master
painter," and Frank Duveneck, of whom John Singer
Sargeant said, "Frank Duveneck is the greatest talent of
the brush in this generation."
Matthew H. Jouett (1788-1827) was born in Mercer
County. Although he was of noble French lineage, he
grew up as a back-woodsman and never saw a real work
of art until after he began painting. He was self-taught,
except for a few months as the favorite pupil of Gilbert
Stuart, and nothing but his innate talent could have car
ried him to the heights he attained. His drawing was not
always considered faultless, but for brilliance, harmonious
blending of color, and fine delineation of character, he
was, perhaps, without superior in his
day. His contemporaries, Healy, Frazer
and Bush, rated him as superior to any
American painter of his generation.
He practiced law in the office of Judge
George M. Bibb of Frankfort and
painted, principally, in Frankfort, Lex
ington and Louisville, where he is
buried. He toured the Southern states
to the Gulf of Mexico, taking orders for
many portraits. More than three hun
dred of these have been listed. He was
popular wherever he went because of his
brilliant mind, sparkling wit and varied
talents that included music and poetry,
as well as painting.
Jouett did a number of miniatures
while studying law in Frankfort, that of
General Charles Scott, now in the pos
session of Lady Ross of Balnogowan
Castle, Scotland, being one of the most
notable of the miniatures.
Jouctt's portraits show him to have
been equally proficient in delineating
childho<^, adolescence, maturity and old
age. Following the World's Fair in
Chicago, in 1893, where Charles Henry
Hart gathered many of Jouett's works
for exhibition, his paintings became
widely popular in the United States.
Since then exhibitions of his work have
been held in Pliiladelphia, Cincinnati
and Louisville.
His John Grimes in the Metropolitan
Art Museum is considered his best work.
His portrait of Peter Grayson is in the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
and one Hke it by Jouett, claimed to be
the original, is in the Crittenden home in Frankfort. He
made a beautiful portrait of his wife and young child.
His death before he was forty years of age cut short a
career which might have enriched the world even more.
Charles H. Hart said his work had the prettiness of Greuze.
and other critics have said some of it would have done
credit to Rembrandt or Van Dyke.
Frank Duveneck (1848-1919) was a pupil of Piloty in
Munich where he lived ten years. He studied and copied
in France, Italy and Spain, some of his work being like
that of Rembrandt and Hale, some like that of Velasquez.
He is a painter whose work is more and more appreciated
as the years go by.
He was born in Covington, Kentucky, and after his life
in Boston and Europe, lived, died and is buried there. He
belongs to Kentucky, but because of his relationship with
the Cincinnati Art Museum, where as head of the institu
tion he taught and worked, many people are inclined to
Mrs. Daniel Weisiger (Lucy Paine), painted by
John Neagle. Owned by the Misses Lindsey,
Frankfort
The three-panel mural decoration in St. Mary's Cathedral, Covington, painted by Frank Duveneck.
think of him as an Ohioan. His great hour was in the
seventies when he was the sensation of Europe in the
schools where he taught in Munich and Florence.
Many American artists who later achieved great fame
flocked to these schools believing there was no leader like
him. Among "Duveneck's boys," as they were called,
were John W. Alexander, John Twaclttman, Joseph De
Camp and Blum. De Camp followed him most closely. He
inspired his pupils to develop originality that would lift
American painting to higher levels.
Duveneck loved to paint and there was originality, bril
liancy, dash and joyousness in every stroke of his brush.
There was stren^h and feeling in his work. There was
life and character in his subjects. The International
Studio Magazine states "He caught not only the appear
ance but laid bare the soul of his sitter." His work is that
of the studio, untouched by the impressionistic.
He had a new conception of painting and his return to
Boston in 1875, where he exhibited and sold many of his
pictures painted in Europe, so influenced American paint
ing that every one was on fire with Duveneck's ideals. He
may be termed the founder of the real American school
of painting. Painting here had bccome stale, sadly in need
of renovation, and from his influence coupled with that
of his studio companion and friend in Munich, William
H. Chase, began the American Renaissance. In his
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modesty he never seemed conscious of his pre-eiiiinence.
Miss Elizabeth Boott, an artist of some ability in
Boston, inspired by his pictures, decided to join his school
in Europe. Master and pupil fell in love and she and
Duveneck were happily married in Paris in 1886. Two
years later she died and is buried in the English Cemetery
in Florence, where the beautiful bronze recumbent like
ness of her, modeled by Duveneck. the original of whicli is
in the Cincinnati Art Museum, is his memorial to mark
her resting place. Saddened by her death he later returned
to Kentucky and to his work in the Cincinnati Art
Museum.
With museums of Europe clamoring for specimens of
Duveneck's work he said, "Why sell them just for money?
Money isn't everything." Instead of selling, he bought
what he could of his work and with characteristic gener
osity presented it and what he already had to the Cincin
nati Art Museum, which now has 100 of his pictures, the
largest collection to be seen anywhere.
His most celebrated picture is The Whistling Boy,
signed by Duveneck's unique monogram followed by
"Municli, 1872." The dreamy eyes and listless attitude of
the little German boy whistling, show how intent he is on
reniembering the music he is producing. His clothing
indicates more of the impressionistic style than anything
Duveneck did. This picture was exhibited at the Century
The Little Blonde Girl, by Frank Duveneck,
owned by the Kentucky Historical Society,
Frankfort.
of Progress Exposition hanging proudly on the left side
of Whistler's Mother.
Among the paintings hanging in the Cincinnati Art
Museum are Florentine Flozvcr Girl, showing Duveneck a
master of detail in painting; Guard of the Harem, the
large, dark-skinned, armed figure; the dashing cavalier,
Young Man With Ruff, which marks him a close follower
of the old masters of the Dutch school; li'owan With
Forget-Me-Kots shows portrayal of an interesting person
ality ; the portrait of Professor Ludwig Loeflfts is remark
able for its life-like qualities.
Duveneck's Man In A Spanish Coat, his large Turkish
Page, and Young Man With A Hat, show different types
of liis work. Some critics call the latter his handsomest
portrait. It is of a youth who, one critic writes, "looks
like a Bavarian poacher with a strain of Latin blood,
wearing a hat rakishly upturned on one side."
In one of the chapels of St. Mary's Cathedral, Coving-
ton, are the three immense, glorious mural panels on which
he labored from 1904-1908, and which he presented to
the cathedral as a memorial to his mother. Endless detail
and beauty of color and execution characterize these.
Since none of his paintings is on the market, it is
difficult to estimate their money value. His remarkable
picture, He Lives By His Wits, that of a care-free, dare
devil youth, was sold to a western collection for $20,000.
His Little Blonde Girl, which his family so generously
presented to the State Historical Society of Kentucky in
1925 as a memorial to Kentucky's Duveneck, was insured
in transit for $5,000.
Special medals were awarded exhibitions of his work
at the Columbian Exposition, 1893, and the San Francisco
Exposition, 1915, where they created world-wide com
ment.
Duveneck was a master of fiesh coloring. He was also
a sculptor and did beautiful etchings which were the rivals
of those of Whistler, being mistaken for Whistler's work
at a London exhibition.
Oliver Fraser (1808-1854) of Lexington, was a pupil
of Matthew Jouett and of Sully in Philadelphia. After
Jouett's death he and George P. Healy went to Europe
where he studied for four years, visiting Dresden, Paris,
London, Rome and Florence. Perfect drawing and exe
cution. delicate coloring and accuracy of detail character
ized his work.
He had talent and ability and, had he settled in the East,
where opportunities were greater, he might have equaled
the best of his day.
His wonderful copyof Stuart's Lansdozvne Washington,
in which Stuart proposed to hand Washington down to
future generations as the gentleman, is so like the original
that it created a sensation when sent to Philadelphia a few
years ago for restoration, critics saying Stuart must surely
have helped him with the face. It is in the State Historical
Society collection at Frankfort.
Joseph H. Bush, bom in 1794 in Frankfort, became
famous throughout the South for portraits and studies
of children; Louis Morgan (1814-1860) lived in Lexing
ton and was celebrated as the painter of Simon Kenton
from life in his camp in Ohio.
James H. Beard lived in Lexington and later in Cov-
ington, painting many portraits.
William C. Allen, one of Kentucky's early painters, did
some excellent work. In 1839 he presented to the State
his large portrait of the youthful, idealized Daniel Boone,
as the hunter, seated in the woods, bare-headed, with his
gun and dog beside him. This portrait, now sadly in need
of restoration, has always hung in the same place in the
Old Capitol.
Thomas S. Noble, who was born in Lexington, in 1835,
studied abroad and painted historic scenes. The youthful,
talented Neville Cain was of Louisville. In a group of
excellent portrait painters are Benoni Irwin, A. O.
Revenaugh, Nicholai Marschall, Ferdinand Walker and
others perhaps just as important.
Among our landscape
l^inters are Paul Saw-
yier of Frankfort, who
did remarkable scenes
on the Kentucky River,
later creating a great
demand for his work in
New York, where he
painted on the Hudson
and in the Catskills and
Adirondacks.
Alexander Henry
Wyant (1836-1892),
who has been named as
one of America's five
greatest landscape
painters, lived for seven
years in Frankfort and
began painting there.
His first landscape in
oil is in the possession
of Miss Rebecca G.
Averill there. It Is a
tj'pical Wyant, dark in
the foreground, lighted
in the middle distance,
with a veiled effect in
the background, and
Whistling Boy, by Frank Duve
neck, owned by the Cincinnati
Museum.
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The
OldCapital
Hotel in
Frankfort
Painted by PAUL SAWi lKR
Countless Kentuckians are
grateful to Paul Sawyier for
this small canvas which
conjures for their memories
a picturesque day and a
beautiful building that have
passed. The painting is
owned by the Kentucky
Historical Society.
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Woman with for
get-me-nots, by
Frank Duveneck,
owned by the Cin
cinnati Museum.
Landscape, by Alex
ander H.Wyant,owned
by Miss Rebecca G.
Averill, Frankfort.
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man-'elous in perspective. His musician's soul seems to
be expressed in the pensive loveliness of his pictures and
one can almost feel the sadness of the physical affliction
which caused paralysis of his right hand. This necessi
tated his learning to paint with his left hand the last ten
years of his life but during this period some of his greatest
work was done.
Henry Mosler, born 1841, the celebrated painter whose
Prodigal's Return hangs in the Luxembourg Palace in
Paris, lived and painted for some time in Frankfort. His
Lost Cause is similar in conception to the one in the
Luxembourg. It is used as the frontispiece for the re
construction period section of Chronicles of American
History. He and Wyant were studio friends in New
York and went together each year for eighteen years to
Sorrento. Italy, to sketch and paint.
Ed-ward C. De Troye who came to America in 1840,
lived and painted in Kentucky, near Georgetown, for a
number of years. He painted horses in addition to such
things as The Bazaar of Danmsctis in the Louvre, and
General IVinfield Scott at Chapultepec in the Capitol at
Washington.
John Neagle (1796-1S65), the celebrated painter of
Henry Clay and Pat Lyon at The Forge, painted in Ken
tucky about 1818, having come to Lexington, intending to
setde there. His portrait of Mrs. Daniel Weisiger, owned
by the Misses Lindsey of Frankfort, is typical of the
elderly women and strong, rugged men he loved to paint.
Chester Harding, the famous American painter who be
came the rage in London, painted many portraits in Ken
tucky, where he lived for a while about 1819.
Theodore S. Moise, of New Orleans, lived a while in
Kentucky, painting landscapes and portraits.
George P. Healy was a member of the trio, Jouett,
Frazer and Healy in Lexington, and in Kentucky.
Petticolas, a prominent miniature painter from the East,
lived in Kentucky for a number of years about 1835, when
he painted and taught art in a private school for girls.
John James Audubon, the famous naturalist, was equally
great as an artist. He was a pupil of David in France, and
did much of his bird painting in Kentucky. He lived in
Louisville from 1808 to 1812, and from there w-ent to Hen
derson, where he lived for a much longer period.
The Lost Cause, by Henry Mosler, owned
by Kentucky Historical Society, Frank
fort, is representative of the art of its day
and, in conception, is similar to the
Prodigal's Return (Luxembourg Palace),
by the same painter.
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Entrance to Ash-
land, Lexington,
where Major Mc
Dowell carries on
the work of his il
lustrious ancestor,
Henry Clay.
il
Yearling reflections
at Hinata Farm,
Lexington.
—L. S. Stttcliffe Photo
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The Thoroughbred at Home
By Maude Ward Lafferty
Kentucky was the first national park, set aside
by the Indians of North America as their Happy
Hunting Ground. Today it is a mecca for tourists.
Those who come to the Kentucky Derby of 1934 will go
into raptures over the fertile, undulating country as they
speed along the smooth highway, that stretches like a rib
bon between hedges of osage orange or moss-grown stone
fences, festooned with trumpet vine and honeysuckle. In
voluntarily they will find themselves bending forward to
catch the first glimpse of each new panorama that spreads
before their eyes as the road curves, comparing them, no
doubt, with sijnilar scenes in the north of England. In
stead, however, of seeing spotted deer lying under Druidic
elms, they will behold typically pastoral pictures of Central
Kentucky farm life, colonial houses with pillared porti
coes and ample barns. Black and w^hite Holstein and
Jersey cattle will be grazing peacefully in woodland pas
tures and red Duroc and Poland China hogs will be root
ing along the shady creeks, and Southdown sheep will dot
the hillsides.
If the fields along the roadway are checkered by white
plank fences into paddocks, the tourist will recognize the
millionaire's playground for in Kentucky Horse is King
and in the small area of 1,200 square miles surrounding
Lexington can be found three-fourths of all the thorough
breds raised in the United States that win races on first
class tracks. In woodland pastures canopied over with
mistletoed elms and carpeted the year round w^ith Ken-
—Lafayette Studio
tucky bluegrass, romp thoroughbred colts and fillies, de
veloping the bone and muscle that make them winners on
the turf. In equine palaces are housed noted stallions and
mares that hold world court as proven by their guest-
books in which are inscribed the names of the great and
near-great from foreign lands and from every state in the
Union. Stories are told of Caligula's beautiful white
horse that ate from an ivory manger and drank from
buckets of gold and of British steeds that have been given
banquets in baronial halls, but the Kentucky thoroughbred
feasts daily on provender most palatable to his taste and
nourishing to his body, the Kentucky bluegrass, green in
the field or ripened into hay, for his manger. This diet,
according to a Lexington publication. The Thoroughbred
Record, makes the Kentucky horse a superior animal, his
bones more solid, his tendons stronger and better defined,
his muscles more elastic, with the result that he is more
active, more powerful and fleeter than other horses, than
even the Arab steed whence his strain was drawn.
The pre-eminence of Central Kentucky in the thorough
bred breeding industry is due to scientific breeding plus
climate, soil and sunlight. This Trenton area is rich in
phosphorus and calcium which supply the necessary min
eral food to the horses through the grasses and water;
the bluegrass remains green in the pastures the whole year
round, the climate is mild and there are comparatively few
Inspecting the stallions at Walnut Hall.
- -I'hoto by Tebbs & Knell
Many Kentucky farms are fenced
with walls of old stone.
cloudy or foggy days during the winter when the horses
are not grazing or exercising in the open. Add to these
advantages the magic of Kentucky's sunshine, which in
this latitude has an unusually direct ray, and there you
have the secret for this direct sunlight, according to a
Kentucky scientist, which contains an abundance of the
invisible ultra-violet rays. The effect of the calcium and
phosphorus in the Kentucky bluegrass which is assimilated
through the ultra-violet rays, produces strong, solid, close-
grained bones that take a polish like ivory, while those
or ordinary horses are light and porous. These, then, are
the reasons Kentucky yearHngs go to the training stables
almost as large as mature horses and as two-year-olds,
show speed and vigor and stamina, and wliy they stand
the grueling contests of the turf as they do.
Wealthy men from other states wOio indulge in the
Sport of Kings, have not been slow in recognizing the
superior advantages reaped by Kentucky horsemen in this
ideal breeding ground and to it they have come in spite
of distance and other inconveniences, purchasing vast
acres of bluegrass land and adding their quota to the noted
horse farms of Kentucky.
The pioneers brought useful work horses with them
when they came to Kentucky during the Revolutionar)-
War and later brought fine animals for breeding purposes.
At the Boonesboro convention held under Henderson's
Elm, in 1775, one of the first laws enacted west of the
Alleghany Mountains, was that introduced by Daniel
Boone to improve the breed of horses.
The early Kentuckians, of English ancestry, were typi
cal British sportsmen and engaged in horse racing after
the English fashion over straight-a-way courses, before
the ink was dry on our treaty with the Mother country.
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The time and place of a race was noised about by word
of mouth, a dry creek bed was usually chosen for the
course, bets included peltry and livestock and when the
great day came, masters and slaves lined the course, shout
ing and cavorting as wildly as the enthusiasts do now at
Churchill Downs on Derby Day. It was in the blood.
Prize animals were imported and the foundation was laid
for Kentucky's great thoroughbred industry, which in a
century and a half, has made Kentucky famous.
The Kentuckian not only prizes his horse but loves him
with tender devotion. When he wins a great race, he
wreathes him with flowers; when he becomes famous, he
employs sculptors of renown to cast his form in enduring
bronze and great artists of this and foreign lands to paint
his picture, and when he dies, he buries him in his horse-
graveyard, covers his grave with a blanket of his own
beautiful bluegrass and erects a monument to his memory.
Every road out of Lexington leads past paddocks where
millions of dollars are invested in thoroughbred horses,
in fine saddle horses, and in magnificent trotters, all beau
tiful to look upon, all scientifically bred and trained. So
many there are, that the passing tourist has barely time
to learn the names of the farms where they are kept and
their locations, and must, perforce, choose some one tour
to see as many beautiful animals as possible in a limited
space of time. The Kentucky horse-lover hopes the ka
leidoscopic picture will leave a lasting impression which
will lure him to Kentucky again and again, until he knows
and loves Kentucky horses as the Kentuckian does.
This brief paper has to do with a thoroughbred tour
and the one offered will include a greater number of es
tablishments owned and operated by sportsmen of other
states than by Kentucky horsemen, omitting until another
time such magnificent farms as Clayborne, whose master,
Arthur Hancock, is one of the greatest thoroughbred
breeders in the world; Ashland, where Major McDowell
carries on the work of his illustrious ancestor, Henry
Clay; Few Acres, where Clyde VanDusen houses his
Derby winning namesake; Hamburg Place, known to the
sportsman's world for its late master, John E. Madden,
in whose horse-graveyard Nancy Hanks is buried: Bramble
Farm, Elmwood, Elmhurst, Patchen Wilkes, Grassmere,
Forkland, Haylands, home of Elizabeth Daingerfield, that
authority on blood lines; Miss Peck's Winganeek, Hinata,
the beautiful LeBus estate; Elsmeade, Cold Stream, made
famous in the annals of the turf as McGrathiana, by
Price McGrath and Col. Milton Young; Brookdale, Allen-
dale, Calumet, Keenland, whose lawn was a tented city
for the escort of LaFayette when he was a house-guest
there in 1825; Hartland, recently sold by J. N. Camden
to Silas Mason, who also owns Duntreath; Scarlet Gate,
Hollyrood, beautiful Walnut Hall, property of Dr. and
Mrs. Ogden Edwards: Beaumont, and doubtless others
not in mind at the present moment. All are interesting
to Kentuckians who brought their first horses down the
Ohio and into Kentucky in 1775. They were probably
the finest in the West at that time, for the first horses
brought to this continent by Cortez in 1519 had already
degenerated into the mustangs of Mexico and the wild
horses of the plains. Kentucky still has the best for she
now has Man o' War, the horse of the century.
The tourist who takes the Thoroughbred Tour should
leave the zero milestone on East Main Street, with the
speedometer set at zero and go West on Main to the Jef
ferson Street Viaduct and on to its West spur which leads
right, to the Old Frankfort Pike, then follow that pike
to Idle Hour, 6 miles. Idle Hour is the pleasure ground
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of Col. E. R. Bradley. This genial gentleman established
the Charity Race Meet there and donated the proceeds to
the Orphanages of Kentucky. Colonel Bradley has the
distinction of breeding and racing the Derby winners,
Behave Yourself, Bubbling Over, Burgoo King and
Brokers Tip. Among the notables at his stables are North
Star, Black Toney, Black Servant, BubbHng Over and
Blue Larkspur.
The tourist can pass through Idle Hour to the Leestown
Pike but it is better to retrace the route over the Old
Frankfort Pike to the Viley Pike, 7; turn left on it to
the Leestown Pike, 8.4; turn right on the Leestown Pike
to the Glendale Pike, 9; follow the Glendale Pike to the
Georgetown Pike, 11.8; turn left on the Georgetown Pike
to the Berea Pike, 13.9; follow the Berea Pike to the Iron
Works Pike, 15.2; turn right on the Iron Works Pike
passing the back of Walnut Hall on the left and Shoshone
on the right, 16. Shoshone bounded by its pretty white
and green fences, is the estate of Mr. and Mrs. William
R. Coe of New York. At Shoshone, Pompey is the chief
attraction. After crossing the Newtown Pike and passing
Mt. Horeb Church, 17.1, follow the stone fence along
beautiful Castieton farm, one of the choicest in Kentucky,
reminiscent of Major Daingerfield. This gentleman of the
old school was a magician in blending blood lines and im
parted the knowledge to his remarkable daughter, Miss
Elizabeth Daingerfield. The estate was originally a part
of Cabell's Dale, a grant of 16,000 acres to ancestors of
the Harrisons, Breckinridges and Merediths. John Breck-
inridge. Attorney General under Jefferson, had a daughter
who married David Castleman and inherited 600 acres of
the tract which became known as Castieton. Some of
the greatest horses in the history of Kentucky, including
Commando and his famous sons, Peter Pan and Ultimus.
were bred at Castieton, which is now the property of
David M. Look of New York.
Continue on the Iron Works Pike to its intersection
with the Russell Cave Pike, 17.6, turn left and go along
it for a mile, then turn left on the Huffman's Mill Pike,
19.4, and through a handsome gateway to see Man o' War,
22.1, on Mr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Riddle's Faraivay Farm.
Man o' War is the super-horse, the King of the Turf, and
is guarded like royalty. He was foaled in 1917 and sold
to Mr. Riddle when a yearling for $5,000. Now he is
insured for half a million dollars. Because of his phe
nomenal record, he was retired at the end of his three-
year-old form and became premiere sire in 1926. With
three skilled servants to wait upon him he is monarch of
all he surveys at Faraway Farm where he enjoys his two-
acre paddock when not loafing in his twenty-foot stall, car
Yearlings frolic on
the farm of John
Hay Whitney, Lex
ington.
—L. S. Sutcliffe Photo
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peted with fragrant hay. One of his colts sold for $65,000,
another for $45,000. In one year the winnings of his
sons and daughters, plus his own earnings, amounted to a
million dollars and so he is called the Million-Dollar
Horse. The famous sons of Man o' War are Scapa Flow,
By Hisself, American Flag and Dress Parade.
Follow^ing the Huffman Mill Pike to the Lemon's Mill
Pike, 23.4, and bearing to the right, the Russell Cave Pike
is again reached, 24.8. Turn right toward Lexington to
Poplar Hill, 25.9, birthplace of the famous trotting mare,
Nancy Hanks, the farm owned by Henry Oliver of Penn
sylvania.
Two miles farther on the Russell Cave Pike, is Mt. Bril
liant on the right and Dixiana on the left, 27.2.
Mt. Brilliant is the interesting home of Louis Lee
Haggin, a sportsman and genial country gentleman, who
enjoys his rare books and prints, his Audubons, his dogs
and horses. This century-old house was built by William
Russell on the grant given his father, Captain Russell, by
Jefferson. Captain Russell was a Knight of the Golden
Horseshoe and a charter member of the order of the
Cincinnati. In the horse-graveyard on this fann is the
grave of Domino whose inscription reads; "Here lies the
fleetest runner the American turf has ever known and one
of the gamest and most generous of horses."
-—L- S. SutcUffe Photo
The residence of Mr. and Mrs.
J. S. Dodge. Hollywood Farm,
Lexington.
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Dixiana, opposite, is the handsome establishment of
Charles T. Fisher, vice president of General Motors, and
is vi'here High Time and Peter Hastings hold forth and
where Mata Hari, the daughter of the latter, now favorite
for the Derby, was foaled. As Regret is the only filly
that ever won the Derby, great hopes are held for Mata
Hari.
It is possible to pass from Dixiana into the Old Kenney
Farm, 30, a part of the Elmendorf estate of the late James
B. Haggin, California-New York multi-millionaire, of
pioneer Kentucky ancestry, who married two Kentucky
beauties and built Green Hills. The magnitude of his
nursery has never been equalled in this country.
The Old Kenney Farm is the property of George D.
Widener, who owns St. James and incidentally the an
cestral home of Carter Henry Harrison, a beautiful pillared
colonial house. Carter Harrison sold his heritage prior
to the Civil War and invested wisely in Chicago real estate.
That city elected him mayor for the fifth time in 1893 and
the courtly Southern gentleman of Virginia-Kentucky
background, who boasted a Signer of the Declaration and
two Presidents of the United States in his ancestry, did the
honors for the city during the World's Fair.
Elmendorf proper, 31.7, is now the breeding farm of
Joseph Early Widener of Philadelphia, sportsman and
outstanding art collector of America, whose paintings,
rugs and tapestries, enrich the art life of the nation. In
heriting Linnewood Hall and the art collection of his
WWW"*' •
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father, Peter Arrell Brown Widener, J. E. Widener re
arranged and added to the whole until he now has, in Phil
adelphia, one of thefinest private collections in this country.
It contains masterpieces of the Flemish, Dutch, Spanish,
Italian, English and French schools, including a Raphael
Madonna, Titian's Venus and Adonis, Bellini's Feast of
the Gods and canvasses by Jan Steen, Venneer, Pietre de
Hooch, Rubens, Franz Hals, Rembrandt, Velasquez, Van
Dyke and others. Among the priceless tapestries is the
famous Mazarin Tapestry said to be the finest in the
world, woven in Flanders, largely of gold and silver
threads, about 1500 A. D.
This delightful gentleman whose interest in art is every
where in evidence at Elmendorf, has built the model barn,
circular in shape, with the outer circle glassed in, and
covered, providing a luxurious track on which his horses
are exercised in bad weather.
In the horse graveyard is the life-sized statue of Fair
Play, sire of IVl^an o' War. The artist has caught the
spirit of the thoroughbred and the superb animal seems
to be quivering with life and ready in the twinkle of an
eye to leap from his pedestal and gallop away over the
hills. A slab at his feet marks the grave of Mahubah, the
dam of Man o' War, and thus three of the marvels of the
turf are commemorated artistically by the connoisseur,
Joseph E. Widener, at beautiful Elmendorf.
Passing out of Elmendorf onto the Maysville Pike, 32,
and turning left two miles, is Greentree, 33, the racing
establishment of Mrs. Payne Whitney, owner of Twenty
Grand, one of the immortals in the realm of the horse.
This eminent horsewoman is the daughter of John Hay,
statesman, and diplomat, private secretary and biographer
of Lincoln and Secretary of State under McKinley and
his successor, Theodore Roosevelt.
Adjoiningher farm is the Whitney Farm of her nephew,
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, who is following in the
footsteps of his distinguished father, for many years the
leading breeder and one of the greatest sportsmen this
country has known. His mother is Gertrude Whitney, a
famous American sculptor. It was she who designed that
Left: Man O' War.
Below: The training stable
at Dixiana, the farm of
Charles T. Fisher.
—Photos by L. S. Sutclifft
most significant War Memorial, three hundred feet out
in the harbor of St. Xazaire, France, showing a shaft on
which an eagle is poised and, standing on its back, an
American doughboy holding the uplifted sword of the
crusader in his hand, flying across the Atlantic on the
wings of the American eagle to enter the World War in
the cause of Liberty.
Across Johnston Road is Old Hickory, 35.2, the fanii
of John Hay Whitney, familiarly known as "Jock"
Whitney, young son of Mrs. Payne Whitney. These three
Whitney farms stretch a distance of three miles along the
Maysville Pike and are arranged with scientific estimate
as to size and the number of horses to be accommodated.
Among the noted Whitney horses are Royal Minstrel at
Old Hickory, Twenty Grand at Greentree, Equipoise and
Top Flight in residence at the C. V. Whitney Farm.
The four-mile drive into Lexington over the Maysvillp
Pike, reminds one of Governor Stanley's statement: "It
was Beauty Day in Paradise when God made Kentucky."
The old road bordered by handsome homes, harks back
to prehistoric times and has been travelled by the mastadon
and buffalo, seeking the Kentucky salt licks, by Indian
drags, pioneer packtrains, gigs and stage-coaches, carriages
of the elite, and conestoga wagons, by people on foot and
on horseback and now by automobiles, which not only
convey people and crops, but thoroughbred horses, as well.
This historic highway which is marked U. S. 27 and
U. S. 68 on the National Highway Map, completes the
Thoroughbred Tour into Lexington over Limestone Street.
Limestone was the original name of Maysville and was
Kentucky's chief port of entry for settlers who floated
down the Ohio River in Broadhorns during the Revolu
tionary War. Those who followed the Buffalo Trace,
from Limestone to Lexington, came into the heart of the
bluegrass region, which is known today as the Home of
the Thoroughbred.
%
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The Old Keene Place, ancestral home of
Jack Keene, whose racing estate adjoins
this historic mansion built in 1790.
The garden side of the residence of John
son N. Camden, Versailles.
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Left: In the dining room of
Miss Mary Mason Scott's house.
Liberty Hall, Frankfort.
Below: A table is set for a
Derby breakfast in Louisville,
using the famous Paul Storr
service collected by the late
Brainard Lemon. The complete
service consists of 332 pieces,
including the flatware and was
made in England by Paul Storr
between 1800 and 1830.
—Photo by Tebbs cr Knell
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Kentucky ©erby Breakfasts
By Marion Flexner
May 5, 1934, is Derby Day in Kentucky!
To the uniniated that phrase has little meaning, but
lovers of horse racing all over the country thrill
at the mention of the word. For the I>erby is the most im
portant race of the year. Thousands of visitors pour into
Louisville every year, just for this event. Excitement is in
the air. A spirit of carnival pervades; all roads into the
city are crowded as the vast mob slowly wends its way in
the direction of Churchill Downs.
The first race will not be run until one-thirty. What
matters that ? At ten the crowd has annexed most of the
free seats in the grand stand and club house. Many have
left home at seven in order to be sure of a place from
which to watch the show, carrying the traditional shoe box
filled with hard boiled eggs, sandwiches and pickles. Surely
no better place could he found for a picnic than beautiful
Churchill Downs!
But if the \'isitor has any friends in Louisville he will
probably be invited to a Derby breakfast.
"Breakfast?" he will ask his host, "and at what time?"
"Eleven-thirty."
"Thank you, I accept with pleasure, but surely I mis-
imderstood. Is breakfast always served in Kentucky at
this hour?"
The host will shake his head, not knowing exactly how
to explain this custom. He only knows that on Derby day
one always invites ones guests to "breakfast," even though
the party is a very formal one, the table cloth, Point de
Venise; the service, Georgian; the china, Spode, and the
menu something like this:
Mint Juleps or Whiskey Sours
Canapes of Caviar, Anchovy Paste, and Chutney
Oiicken Croquettes Sliced Old Kentucky Ham
with Beaten Biscuits
Mushroom Sauce Shoestring Potatoes
Vegetable Aspic on Lettuce Leaf Black Raspberry Jelly
with Mayonnaise Dressing Home Made Relish
Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream in Individual Meringue Shells
Mints Coffee Salted Nuts
The cocktails, juleps, and canapes will be served in the
living room, the rest of the meal in the dining room. If
the guest has a seat in a box, he can sit back comfortably
and enjoy his food. Perhaps he will wonder just how these
recipes, peculiar to the South have been prepared. To sat
isfy his curiosity, we share w^ith him the following secrets:
Kentucky Mint Julep—A silver julep cup is preferable
for making this famous old drink although it is by no
means essential. If one is lucky enough to own such heir
looms, the cups should be thoroughly chilled before mix
ing the juleps. Allow one to two ounces of Kentucky
Bourbon Whiskey for each person. This will depend on
the taste of the individual. Into the bottom of the cup (an
ice tea glass makes a fair substitute) place one tablespoon
of sugar and one tablespoon of chopped mint leaves. Bruise
the leaves well, mashing them with the back of a spoon and
pressing as much juice as possible into the sugar. Add
one T (tablespoon) of water to dissolve the sugar. A
difficult task once the liquor has been added. When the
sugar is dissolved add the whiskey. Mix well and fill the
glass with shaved ice. Place two straws in each glass, and
slip a small bunch of fresh mint leaves into the ice. Let
stand a few moments before serving. This appears to be
a most innocuous concoction, but it has a real kick, as any
one who tastes it for the first time can. testify. It should
be sipped slowly, not tossed ofT at a gulp.
Whiskey Sour—Equal parts Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey
and lemon juice. Sugar to taste. Pour into a cocktail
shaker half filled with crushed ice, shake well and strain
into cocktail glasses. The proportions of sugar are not
given because this cocktail may be made sweet or quite tart.
Everywhere in the
South, beaten biscuits
will be served the out of
town guest. Somehow
rumor has it that there
is a lengthy ritual con
nected with the making
of this most delicious
form of hot bread. And
yet, like most rumors,
there is little truth in
In the dining room, My
Old Kentucky Home,
Bardstown.
- Photo by Tebbs (r KnfH
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An ancient kitchen fireplace on the
Frankfort-Lexington Highway.
—Photo by 7ebbs & KHfll
the assertion. The following recipe is foolproof, although
the beginner might become alarmed when some of the
biscuits split open and separate in the baking. This is to
be expected, and while the half may not look as nice as
the whole, these split parts, once buttered and toasted, are
better than the others.
Beaten Biscuits
4 cups flour 1 t baking powder
1 t sugar 2 T lard or substitute (heaping)
1 t salt 1 cup (ice water and milk mixed)
Method; Work lard into dry ingredients with the
fingers until thoroughly mixed. Add water
and milk and work again: Put the dough
through the biscuit machine rolling con
stantly until bubbles form in the dough and
it begins to pop. This will take about 15
minutes. Roll dough about one-half inch
thick. Cut with a biscuit cutter and prick
each biscuit three times with a fork. Place
biscuits in an ungreased pan and bake in a
moderate oven (375®; until they just begin
to brown. This will take 30 to 40 minutes.
If no biscuit machine is handy the dough
can be put through the meat grinder five
times. Then roll out and cut into shape.
The old-fashioned way was to give the
dough a hundred hard licks with a flat iron,
but alas where would one find a cook with
such colossal strength today?
Beaten biscuits should be served piping
—Photo by Tebbs & Knell
A Kentucky cottage
kitchen, near Frankfort.
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hot, and buttered immediately. They improve with each
heating, and if put in a tin box will keep for days.
Kentucky Country Ham
There is something about the flavor of a Kentucky cured
ham, that cannot be found in any other. It is richer, more
nut-like and delicate than those of Virginia, Indiana, or any
other state. Perhaps this flavor is due to the way the meat
is cured, perhaps the Kentucky hickory smoke is more
fragrant than in other states, or perhaps the secret lies in
the cooking. At any rate this is the way we prepare it in
Louisville.
One quart gingerale
1 quart water
1 pint sorghum or
Southern molasses
1 Old Kentucky country
ham (12 to 20 pounds)
lj4 cups dark brown sugar
1 T prepared mustard
Whole Cloves
Method: Scrub ham in mild soap suds, and rinse well
in several waters. This is necessary as most old ham is
covered with mold. If the ham is two years old (the best
age) soak it in cold water for thirty hours. But if the
ham is three years old or even more ancient, it will have to
be soaked forty-two hours.
Just before baking, weigh the ham. Place it in the
roaster. Pour over it the molasses, water, and gingerale.
Cover the roaster, and bake the ham in a moderate oven
(4(X)®) allowing twenty minutes to each pound, and turn
ing the meat every half hour. If liquor evaporates it will
be necessary to add more water from time to time. When
the ham is tender remove it from the stove and with a
knife peel ofT the top skin (do not throw it away. It gives
a fine flavor to beans, greens or cabbage). Dice the ham
fat but do not cut through to the meat. Into each little
square of fat place one whole clove. Smear the mustard
over the surface of the fat. Pat on brown sugar and re
turn the ham to the oven until the sugar melts. If the
ham is to be served hot, it should be cooked the day of the
party, but if it is to be sliced cold or put between buttered
beaten biscuits, it can be cooked the day before.
Not all Derby parties are formal—there will be many
more simple than elaborate ones, yet at most of them, the
meat is apt to be country ham, or chicken. It is not that
there is a dearth of go^ red meat in Louisville. It is
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simply another unwritten law that the stranger in our
midst should be allowed to partake of those two foods
which the State is justly famous.
The simpler luncheon may consist of:
Jellied Consomme
Fresh Asparagus on Bibb Lettuce
Taragon Salad Dressing
Hot Chicken Sandwich Au Gratin
Marmalade Biscuits Candies
Iced Tea Raspberry Sherbet Devils Food Cake
with
Taragon Salad Dressing
2 T Taragon vinegar 1
2 T apple cider vinegar Yt
1 small bud garlic Yi
1 lump sugar 1
Juice I lemon
Juice 1 orange 3
t salt
cup tomato ketchup
cup olive oil
t Worcestershire sauce
t paprika
drops tabasco sauce
Method: Rub garlic into sugar until all juice has been
absorbed. Mix sugar with other ingredients. Pour into
a pint bottle or jar and keep on ice. Shake well before
using. This recipe makes one pint.
Hot Chicken Sandwich Au Gratin
slices of toast
slices baked chicken (cut
from the breast) about
J^-inch thick
cup American cheese,
grated
8 strips bacon (fried crisp)
4 T grated parmesan cheese
Method: Blend yellow cheese with cream sauce until
cheese has melted. Place a piece of the chicken on each
piece of toast, and cover with one-fourth cup of the sauce.
Place two strips of the bacon (previously cooked) on each
sandwich, and sprinkle with 1 T parmesan cheese. Place
sandwiches in a pan under the flame until the cheese melts
and becomes a golden brown. Serve at once. This recipe
makes four portions.
Marmalade Biscuits
2Y3 cups flour
Yi t sah
Yi cup milk
Y2 t marmalade to each
biscuit
2 t baking powder
(rounded)
Ya cup butter
Yi cup lard
Method: Sift flour, baking powder and salt. Add
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Looking into the dining room of the
Lewis House, Lexington.
shortening and mix well with the fingers. Add milk, toss
on a flowered board and roll as thin as pie crust. Cut with
biscuit cutter. Butter half the biscuits. With a large
thimble cut the center out of the rest. Place a ring of plain
biscuit on a buttered biscuit. Fill the small center thimble
hole with marmalade. Bake in a hot oven (450®) twelve
minutes, or until biscuits are brown.
Besides the many charming old Colonial mansions in
Kentucky, there are quite a few glorified log cabins, fur
nished in pioneer style (with just enough modern equip
ment to insure comfort). There is a real treat for any
visitor fortunate enough to receive an invitation to dine with
the owner of such a home. The rough
hewn logs, the stone fireplaces, the quartered
oak floors, lend a picturesque background
for a Derby breakfast, country style; and
as is to be expected the menu will be in
keeping with the surroundings. The food
will probably be served on an old cherry
drop-leaf table; the cloth, red checkered
damask; the plates, pewter or sandwich
glass, the menu:
Tomato Juice Cocktail
Country Fried Chicken with Cream Gravy
Apple Rings Old Ham (fried)
Corn Cakes with Sorghum (or Preserves)
Coffee (in large cups)
—Photo by Tebbt Sr Knell
The dining room, Ridge.
way, St. Matthews, as
furnished by Maud and
Aubrey Cossar.
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my gradually increasing herd, were presenting a serious
problem of pasturage. 1 say regretfully, because no kind
of livestock has held up so courageously during recent
years. And anyhow, I must admit my liking for these
stupid, diffident things!
I never felt that tobacco and cows were such a good
combination—especially on a farm of limited size (mine
is 200 acres). But the first year at Marlbank I had a
few acres of (I think my neighbors will bear me out on
this) some of the best Burley in Shelby County. This
was my first and only tobacco crop—till this year. And
the only reason I have just now finished putting out an
other seed bed is to prepare, with a cultivated crop, a
few freshly-cleared acres for alfalfa a year hence. And
talking about alfalfa, I have just finished liming (3^
tons to an acre) a 35-acre field west of the house which
will be sowed early this Spring. This will put my total
acreage of that valuable legume at somewhere around 50.
And I hope that with the careful selection of bright, healthy
seed, the painstaking preparation and packing of seed beds
and the subordination of weed growth, to produce a really
worth-while and profitable crop.
Few people like statistics—I least of all. To tell you,
for instance (if you didn't already know), how much more
tobacco was produced in Kentucky in '33 than in '32 and
what percentage of the total corn and hog crop is raised
here would be boresome to you and an aggravation to those
who are trying to control production. To remind you that
one county in Kentucky produces more second-croj) po
tatoes than any other county in the United States would
have little significance to one who wants to make a living
on a farm. This reminds me of the perfectly inane
bunkum which, as a boy, I used to write for farm-for-sale
catalogs and which now, fortunately, has been buried with
the years. "Good dairy farm, good water supply, good
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roads, good schools, good stock, good equipment!" Good
everything, in fact! And I realize now that these ever-
recurring "Goods" were most likely taken by the seasoned
farm prospect with a whole lot of salt and that just hoxv
good everything was remained to be seen by his own
searching and sophisticated eyes!
I somehow feel that the general impression most people
have that Kentucky is noted for its fine tobacco and thor
oughbred horses ought to be kept free from tiring statistics
and left to mellow in its own pleasing juice. Because
any land that will grow that combination, must be pretty
well up the scale of fertility. Look over those rich, lime
stone-bottomed stretches in the Blue Grass, and you will
readily appreciate why Kentucky, with its well-balanced
climate, is so admirably adapted to the raising of every
kind of livestock—why, in fact, my own county has won
the sobriquet of "The Jersey Island of America."
Realizing that things were somewhat uncertain for all
of us a couple of years ago, I decided to look around for
a supplementary and equally desirable market for my dairy
products. There was an old, ramshackle house down near
the creek which, incidentally, a temporarily employed agri
cultural student suggested wrecking so that he might "get
in with the plow." Strips of plaster falling away from
the laths, however, disclosed the fact that the nucleus of
this rambling old building was constructed of huge ash
logs—and on one of the shivering window panes still
surviving was inscribed (let us assume by a diamond en
gagement ring) the legend, "I long for thee, 1863." So
my imagination got busy and so, shortly, did a bunch of
negroes with brooms, brushes, hammers, nails and paint
—all to the rhytlun of passing traf!ic on the pike. In a
few weeks, I had transformed the discouraging mess into
a tidy little inn in which are now served crisp, fried
chicken, fine, old country ham, piping-hot, home-made
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rolls, farm-made butter, ice-cold beakers of creamy Jersey
milk fresh from the dairy, rich farm-made ice cream and
pure, white-clover honey from the apiary. Whether this
move was wholly advisable, remains to lie seen. But I
am inclined to feel that the little Inn is about through with
its growing pains and is settling down to business. Any
how people seem to like it and—nothing ventured, nothing
gained.
Talking about honey—there's a crop the possibilities of
which seem to be underestimated by most farmers here
abouts. Considering the fact that the females of the bee
species do most of the work and that there's little else
for the prowling apiarist to do but to rob, extract and
strain, it looks to me like one of the most profitable animal
units on the farm. I planted a few acres of buckwheat
one year for my bees—but while they fed on it with rea
sonable enthusiasm, I found that it was the locust, white
and sweet clover, wild asters and miscellaneous otlier
blooms from which they brought home most of the
nectar.
Incidentally, I sold over 3500 pounds of honey at
the door last season which suggests the many undeveloj)ed
opportunities for intelligently-planned roadside markets
offering farm produce of the highest quality in attractive
and sanitary surroundings and dispensed by clean-cut and
aggressive salespeople.
The making of Marlbank Fann Sausage is another en
terprise in line with diversification and proving my claim
tliat a farmer can realize higher-than-average prices
through producing and selling conmiodities of outstanding
merit. Our sausage is made according to an old-time
Kentucky recipe from only the choicest meat of shotes.
The first year of production we delivered direct to the
consumer in Louisville, but during the season just ended
we sold exclusively through carefully-selected grocers.
The product was advertised in small newspaper space and
in I5-minute weekly radio programs. In each of these
radio programs a quartette of colored youngsters, direct
from the farm, sang negro spirituals and folk songs.
Another worth-while "crop", by which we have been
pleasantly surprised, is a prolific supply of natural gas.
We "brought in" the well two years ago. It has been
supplying the Inn regularly and I am told it is sufficiently
large to supply all domestic needs.
Tm not going to crow about my poultry business. Of
course we've always had our family flock of White Rocks
and Leghorns. And maybe I've overlooked a bet by not
being in a position to supply the Inn's constant demand for
fryers, broilers and big, fat meaty eggs. Perhaps I feel
too deeply that Petalumian desire for perfection to tackle
the job without giving it my undivided attention. How
ever, I can think of nothing more befitting the moderate
climate of Kentucky than commercial poultry raising. In
fact, if I were to design a flag representing that territory
south of the Mason and Dixon line, I would show in one
corner an illustration of a fried chicken and in the other
a hot biscuit!
But seriously—with all statistics well in hand—and as
one who has been thrown in direct and frequent contact
with agricultural conditions in seven other states—I cannot
conceive a more desirable condition of affairs than life
on a good Kentucky blue grass farm. . . . Provided—
and this applies generally — provided one employs the
intensive, conserving methods of our foreign cousins,
the persistence of our Colonial forefathers and the com
mon sense principles ot modern farm economics.
m
Above: Maribank
Inn on the east
end of Marlbank
Farm. At left: a
Marlbank herd.
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Mrs. Mary Breckinridge, Volunteer Director
Frontier Nursing Service, is shown at top of page.
A stretcher case is shown in the other picture.
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By WILMA DUVALL
ytLL Kentuckians know that the southeastern part of
r\ their state is mountainous, but few of them haveever
penetrated tliis section about which they have heard
so much. Many have ghded smoothly along the excellent
highways touching these hills and crags at various points
and admired the scenery as they whizzed past, and found
interesting the few widely scattered cabins and the
occasional lean tall figures hewing wood or breaking the
ground of a hillside farm. But few have abandoned their
automobiles and fifty-mile-per-hour travel for the more
exhilarating but less easy four-mile-per-hour transportation
of the eighteenth century. Not until one has climbed on a
horse or a mule and wandered off on the wild woodland
trails through primeval forests, over Sugar Camp Creek
Mountain or Buffalo Gap, and followed the rocky beds of
Hurricane Creek or Wolf Pen Branch, has one really seen
the primitive loveliness of the Cumberland Mountains of
Southeastern Kentucky—or anything of the mountain way
of life.
Most Kentuckians know something about the Frontier
Nursing Service and most of them would like to know
more. Pictures of nurses in blue uniforms—riding the
trails on friendly horses which, after heavy rains, some
times have to swim across the rivers; and paying visits in
lonely mountain cabins—have reached beyond the hills
from time to time. Stories—of emergency night calls witli
only a flashlight to show the way up Devil's Jump Branch;
of accident cases carried to the emergency hospital at Hyden
on stretchers, improvised out of branches of trees and
somebody's overcoat, up Bull Creek and over Thousand-
sticks Mountain in relays by neighbors recruited on the way
—have gotten abroad. Reports and narratives of the work
being done have been given many times in many cities and
towns in and out of Kentucky by the Volunteer Director,
Mrs. Mary Breckinridge, and others interested in and sup
porting its development. Three full length books have
been written and one moving picture produced featuring
these nurses on horseback. Again, it is only first hand
knowledge that can give real insight into this unique serv
ice ; and only those of us who are here in the field day in
and day out for months at a time can fully appreciate the
cooperation and loyalty and wistful charm of these neigh
bors of ours, and the real progress achieved in our program
of medical and nursing care, public health and social service,
during our eight years' sojourn among them.
Maternity—or—Life and Death
As a demonstration the Frontier Nursing Service has
placed special emphasis on the solution of the maternity
problems peculiar to an isolated rural area, in connection
with which nothing could be more expressive than the
actual statistics. The records of our first thousand mid
wifery cases were tabulated under the personal direction of
Dr. Louis L Dublin, vice president and statistician of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. The following is
an excerpt from the summary he made of our records:
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"The most important single result of this work is that not
one of the women died as the direct result of either preg
nancy or labor. There were two deaths in the series; but in
one of these the cause of the death was chronic heart and
kidney disease, and in the other it was chronic heart disease.
Neither of these two cases could properly be ascribed to
the maternal state. They would probably have occurred
under ordinary conditions. . . . The study shows con
clusively what has in fact been demonstrated before, that
the type of service rendered by the Frontier Nurses safe
guards the life of mother and baby. If such service zvere
available to the ivomeyi of the country generally there would
be a savinq of 10,000 mothers' lives a year in the United
States. . .
At the present writing over 1,800 women
have been delivered by the Frontier Nursing
Service without a single death due to obstetri
cal causes. Such a record, achieved under con
ditions as difficult as any in the civihzed world,
is rarely equalled, and excelled nowhere.
To save a mother's life it is often necessary
to resort to the kind of medical treatment that
is usually administered only in modern, fully-
equipped hospitals. The following letter' from
the midwifery supervisor to the director de
scribes a concrete example. "After an
eighteen-mile horseback ride we arrived at
daybreak, and the nurses told us the baby had
been born an hour before—an eleven and one-
quarter pound boy—but the mother's condition was very
poor. . . . After giving treatment, Doctor Kooser (F. N. S.
medical director) decided the one thing for the patient was
a blood transfusion, which could be given only by taking
her to the nursing center. The Civilian Conservation
Camp on Red Bird River during the dry weather, was
operating trucks in this neighborhood in spite of having
nothing but rocky creek beds over many miles for roads,
and came manfully to our assistance. They lent a truck
and a driver who went oflf to the Clara Ford Nursing Cen
ter to collect a cot, pillows, blankets, hot water bottles, etc.
At the same time another truck was dispatched to Hyden
Hospital with a list from doctor of his requirements, which
Above: Frontier
Nursing Service
Hospital at
Hyden. At left:
The Clara Butler
Atwood Nursing
Center at Flat
Creek.
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Sunning and airing at Hyden Hospital.
f,
An inoculation clinic.
included distilled water which had to be carried most
solicitously over these rocky roads to prevent its sloshing
against the cork and becoming contaminated.
"When the first truck came we fixed the patient up as
comfortably as possible on the cot. Tlie nurse, doctor and
the C.C.C. boys with their commandant rode witli her in
the back. I sat by the driver in front with the baby. How
carefully the boy drove over the rocks you can guess when
we were more than an hour driving the four miles from
Sugar Creek to the Center. With the river so low we, of
course, negotiated the three "fords" without diflficulty.
"Three of the woman's brothers were on hand to give
their blood, and as soon as the equipment came Doctor
got busy matching bloo hile the rest of us prepared for
the transfusion. Imagiii.. giving a blood transfusion under
such conditions! Bringing supplies eighteen miles from a
hospital over roads which are just trails ^^hrough moun
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tains, carrying the patient on a cot in
the back of a C.C.C. truck, using a
kitchen stove on which to boil bowls
and instruments, ordinary tables for
the set-up, and all of us in a small
clinic room with scarcely sufficient
space to move around the patient and
the "donor." We managed success
fully, however, and the patient's con
dition improved rapidly. Doctor and
I had' to get back to the hospital, so
once more we started out in the dark
ness. . .
Here is another case written after
wards for Mrs. Breckinridge, just as
it happened, by the nurse-midwife in
charge.
" 'Heavens, what a night! We can
all go to bed to sleep tonight, girls. No
one can jwssibly come out a night like
this.' This remark came from one of
the three district nurse-midwives sta
tioned at Hyden each of whom was ex
pecting a midwifery call. What a
'tide!' One needs to live in the Ken
tucky mountains to understand ju.st
how truly the heavens can open. I
went to bed and closed my eyes and
ears and \\a.s lost to the world—until
two-thirty a. m., when my light was
switched on and Betty called: 'Bat
ten, it's Mat Asher.' Her eyes w-ere
pretty eloquent. She was sorry any
one had to turn out on such a night,
but lier sympathy took a practical
form as she said, 'I'll go down and
saddle "Snip" for you.' Another
form appeared in the doorway voicing
the question, 'Wouldn't you like a cup
of tea before you go?'
"I reached the hall to find Betty in
conference with Mat and his brother.
It was impossible to take 'Snip'; it
was the biggest tide ever and even the
roads were flooded. So we would
have to wade the flooded roads until
we could make a detour to the river
and then cross over in a boat. I was
truly excited. What could be more
thrilling than setting out at three a. m.
on foot, guided by one man 'toting' the saddlebags over
liis .shoulder and another carr)ing the baby's bundle
(layette)—I bringing up the rear and trying to remember
where a road once was as recently as the day liefore and
often finding myself floundering knee-deep in water. We
reached the river and it was so inky black I could see
neither the boat nor the river, although the latter made
itself plainly heard. I was assigned to the middle bench
of the boat—I called it a boat, I wonder if I can describe it.
It was a crudely built little craft, perhaps about twelve to
fifteen feet long, about two to two and a half feet wide, and
certainly not more than twelve inches deep. After the
boat finished rocking the two men took their places, one
at each end. .Uthough 1 could not see I felt violent vibra
tions and then heard the soft swishing of the paddles and
so realized we were moving in some direction. Then Mat
spoke. 'Miss Batten, we'll try to get you safely across,' he
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said, 'but if not we'll try to save you from drowning.' I
laughed and told them quite honestly I wasn't afraid. I
knew he was much too anxious about his wife to let any
thing happen to me!
"With a thud we reached the opposite bank and I was
invited to climb out. The first thing I did was to miss
my footing and I found myself being hauled up by two
strong arms. Luckily, it was a shallow part of the river.
When I reached the bank, a new experience awaited me.
I was helped aboard the mule which had been left there
for me, with: 'The mule will take you home;' and, 'it's
to be a boy!' This mule certainly knew highways and by
ways my dear old Snip could never have known, and after
what seemed an eternity we arrived at Mat's home. Nan
nie was more than glad to see me and in less time than it
takes to tell I was pretty busy. In an hour's time I had
presented Mat with his first son. You can imagine with
what joy he went out and killed and dressed the chicken
that half an hour later graced the breakfast table, fried
to perfection for nurse's special benefit.
"Again the river was reached and the daylight revealed
much that made me a bit fearful as I stepped into the boat.
I sat gripping the sides of the frail little barque which was
leaking vigorously at one end and keeping one man con
tinuously occupied bailing out, while the other pulled for
his life across this thirty- to forty-mile current. Eventually
the other side was reached, and in another half hour the
night remained only an experience, and I went to bed to
finish that wonderful sleep I had started some nine or ten
hours earHer. . . .
"At dinner the following evening the first comment I
heard was: 'Isn't it sad about that girl who drowned?' I
asked who and where and to my intense horror was told
that one of my young expectant mothers had tried to make
the same crossing in the same boat about noon and was
thrown out when the boat struck rocks which could not be
dodged in the overpowering current. She was carried
downstream and found some five hours later, drowned."
Nurses on horseback.
Rivers too swollen and swift and uproarious to be
"forded" on horseback are fairly common occurrences in
the lives of Frontier nurse-midwives during winter and
early spring. Somewhat rarer, however, are the "ice tides"'
and deep snowfalls that have come in the wake of the
recent blizzards of February and March, the worst ex
perienced in the Kentucky mountains in years. In hasty
succession there was snow, rain and big "tides" in the
rivers; then more snow, sleet and zero temperature which
left everything covered with ice. It was too much for the
horses and the nurse-midwives could get to their patients
only on foot—often waist deep in snowdrifts. At last came
the thaw and the ice on the river broke off in huge, rough
blocks and floated down, making any attempt to "ford"
suicidal for both nurse and horse.
Twice nurses have crossed the river on daring horses
when there were floating blocks of ice. What our horses
mean to the Service is best told by this epitaph:
IN MEMORIAM
Colonel Edgewood
(a horse)
Stricken suddenly in the line of duty, this devoted
animal—high spirited and eager—succumbed to an ill
ness of unknown origin in August. He is the first
horse we have lost. We had no better. We should
like to put it on record that he never had to be urged,
even at the end of a long day's rounds, and that more
than one mother and baby owe their safety to his speed
and sure-footedness on dark winter nights. Ave atque
vale!
District Nursing—Public Health—Child Hygiene
Aside from its maternity work the Service gives nursing
care to the sick over an area covering seven hundred square
miles from eight widely scattered nursing centers, and co
operates with Kentucky's splendid State Board of Health
in the prevention of disease. We have given nearly 70,000
m.
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inoculations to protect people from typhoid, diphtheria, etc.
We combat hookwonn. In cooperation with the Kentucky
State Dental Association we maintained a dentist in the
summer months until the depression.
Xext to the care of expectant mothers we concentrate
particularly on our program of baby and child hygiene for
over 5,000 little Kentuckians. One has only to remember
the children observed while riding over the districts in the
early days of the Frontier Nursing Service and compare
them with the rosy-cheeked boys and girls, dressed in over
alls and gay ginghams, to be seen while riding over the
same area today, to imderstand that the response of parents
to the new methods of child care taught by the nurses has
been whole-hearted. Intelligence and glowing health are
reflected in the eyes of the little three-year-old girl who,
poking her head in the cabin where the nnrse is dressing
a dirty wound with lysol solution, says, "I smell a nurse."
A Mountain Hospital
A mountain service could hardly function without an
emergency hospital for the care of the acutely ill, gunshot
cases, difficult maternities, surgery, marasmic babies, etc.
The Frontier Nursing Service Hospital at Hyden is the
gift of Mrs. S. Thruston Ballard of Louisville, in memory
of her daughter, Mary Ballard Morton, and of the Mary
Parker Gill Fund through the United States Trust Com
pany of Louisville. It is an eighteen-bed emergency hos
pital, staffed by a superintendent, a medical director w*ho
also has charge of the medical end of the district field
work, and three graduate nurses. This is also the head
quarters for the midwifery supervisor and three nurse-
midwives whose districts converge near Hyden. Dr. R. L.
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Collins of Hazard is our consulting surgeon and responds
most generously to our call at any time of the day or night.
In addition to a medical director and consulting surgeon
we have a collaborating Medical Advisory Committee re
sponsible for our "Medical Routine" and a National
Medical Council available for consulation. To individual
doctors of the State, to the profession in general, and
especially to the Kentucky State Board of Health, the
Frontier Nursing Service ow^es an unpayable debt of
gratitude for synipathetic cooperation and inspiration.
Specialists from several cities, especially Louisville, Lex
ington and Cincinnati, have freely given their services in
connection with clinics of all kinds.
Out patients are unflinching in the face of danger and
pain. There is a stoical bravery and acquiescence about
them that commands respect, even in the little children.
One little girl, after having her tonsils removed under
local anaesthesia at one of the large clinics given at our
emergency hospital at Hyden, got up from the chair.
Helplessly, in tears which she did not want to show, and
with her lips frothing blood—she said simply, "Thank
you, doctor."
Among the hospitals which have augmented our own
hospital and field work most generously and superbly are
the Children's Free Hospital of Louisville and the Shriners'
Hospital for Crippled Children in Lexington, the U. S.
Trachoma Hospital at Richmond and the Children's Hos
pital in Cincinnati. Through the Kentucky Crippled Chil
dren Commission many mountain children have received
the treatment which has meant the difference between help
less charges and useful citizens.
Nurses crossing the ford at Muncy's Creek.
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Free passes are furnished by the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company for the indigent patients whom we send
out to the cities for special treatment and operations. One
little girl, Martha, was taken out for an operation. After
her convalescence one of the doctors took her for a tour
of the city in his car. The skyscrapers aroused her feeling
for practical values and she was heard to exclaim,
"Wouldn't they hold a sight of hay!"
Wcndover
Wendover is a group of log buildings on a beautiful
densely wooded hillside over-looking one of the loveliest
bends in the Middle Fork River. The calm beauty of the
landscape there gives no hint of the seething activity which
goes on from morning until night and sometimes on into
the night. For not only is this the site of the administra
tive headquarters for the Frontier Nursing Service, and
the home of its director; but on referring to Uncle Sam's
postal guide you will find Wendover listed as
a third-class post office, and in the Western
Union Telegraph directory you will find
Wendover in its proper order among the W's.
Interested persons usually want to know
what are the duties which keep the staflF at
Wendover so busy. Contacts with our city
committees and reminders to subscribers, pul>
lication and mailing of a Quarterly Bulletin,
annual Christmas appeal for toys for over
5,000 children, routine correspondence, require
a busy staff. A Central Records System is
headed up by a statistician, who obtained her
M. A. degree in Vital Statistics from Columbia
University through a fellowship granted by
the Carnegie Foundation.
• ^
The Frontier Nursing Service is a private organization
financed almost entirely by voluntary contributions. Com
mittees to promote support of the Service have been or
ganized in most of the large cities in the East and Middle-
west, as well as in Kentucky, and compose the membership
of the Incorporation whose governing body is a National
Board of Trustees. Mrs. S. Thruston Ballard of Louis
ville is National Chairman; Mrs. S. C. Henning and Mr.
E. S. Jouett of Louisville and Mrs. Charles S. Shoemaker
of Pittsburgh are Vice Chairmen; Mr. C. N. Manning of
Lexington is National Treasurer.
That the Frontier Nursing Service is of National interest
is attested to by many scientific obser\'ers. Dr. C. E. A.
Winslow of Yale University made the following state
ment, after visiting the field: "The significance of this
demonstration extends far beyond the confines of four
Kentucky counties. It is a model for this country and for
other countries. It is an enterprise of which the whole
United States may be justly proud."
Above; Swim
ming Red Bird
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Better Whiskies
Since I870
OLD FORESTER
GILDED AGE
FOX MOUNTAIN
A\AJOR PAUL
HAWTHORNE
OLD POLK
POSSUM RIDGE
And Oihtr Fin* Brandt
A'.'
When the immortal Aristides won the first Kentucky Derby^'way back there
in 1675—this company was an energetic organization with a background of five
years' success in manufacturing and distributing the finest type of Kentucky whisky
—for the Brown-Fonnan Distillery Company was started in I870 by George G.
Brown. And the institution is still under the active control and management of
the Brown family, with Owsley Brown as President—a fact which to Kentuckians
stands synonymous with quality of product and integrity of purpose.
In the days of yesteryear Old Forester and Early Times—both dear to the
memory of connoisseurs—were the leading brands offered by the Brown-Forman
Distillery Company. When time leisurely mellows, and nature refines, the dis
tillation now being manufactured by the Brown-Forman Company, these wonder
ful whiskies will again be available to delight the public palate. But in the mean
time the Brown-Forman Distillery Company is manufacturing and distributing a
class of whiskies—straight and blended products—which compare favorably in
flavor, aroma and purity, as well as in price—with any American whiskies on the
market today.
Brown-Forman whiski»s ar» labalad according to regulaiiont of
Fodaral Alcohol Control AdminisiraHon. To make sura of iha
lypa of whiikias you'ra buying, always raad tha labal.
m
m
Brown-Fora\an Distillery Company
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AT LOUISVILLE IN OLD KENTUCKY
WALNUT HALL FARM
World's Greatest Trotting Nursery and Some of the Lead
ing Stallions is Credited With Many of the
Leading Performers of the Year
Fur years occupying the place of the leading breeding
j)lace of the harness horse, famed Wahiut Hall Farm
of Donerail. in the Blue Grass Section of Kentucky,
adjacent to Lexington, contiiuied to head the parade in
1933. The great Peter Volo 2:02, unbeaten in the futuri
ties, both at two and three, when on the turf, ranges ahead
of all sires in the number of new standard performers dur
ing the season just closed witli twenty-seven to his credit,
according to the unofficial returns.
Years ago the management of Walnut Hall Farm dis
continued its racing stable and inaugurated the plan of sell
ing all of its }earlings annually in New York, first at what
was known as the Mid-Winter sale but later at the Old
Glory sale held in Xew York in Xovember. For the past
few years the consignment has numbered around one hun
dred head, that of the last sale numbered ninety-five. The
sale of the Walimt Hall yearlings has come to be recog
nized as the barometer which shows the trend of the
market for harness horses.
Years ago Peter the Great stood out as a sire of great
race performers; now his greatest son, Peter Volo, occupies
that place. He stands alone as a sire of two-minute speed
with five trotters and a pacer to his credit. Four of the
five trotters took their best records as three-year-olds, the
other at four. With twenty-three new 2:10 performers to
his credit in 1933 he now has a total of 170 in the 2:10 list,
just one more than that other famous Walnut Hall Farm
sire Guy Axworthy. The Kentucky Futurity is the oldest
of the trotting classics for three-years-olds; the last four
renewals of this event have been won by the produce of
Peter Volo; in the 1933 renewal three of the four money
winners were sired by that horse. The fastest race three-
year-old trotting colt and the fastest race trotting filly of
the same age of 1933 were sired by Peter Volo. The record
two-year-old trotting filly of the year was also sired by him.
Pages could be written of the performances of the sons
and daughters of this great premier of Walnut Hall.
When that great product of Walnut Hall, Protector, won
the Kentucky Futurity in 1931, establishing the world's
record for the age at 1:59'4 and showing himself the
greatest trotting tliree-year-old of all time, he was im
mediately purchased by Dr. Ogden M. Edwards, owner of
Walnut Hall, and returned to the place of his breeding
where he is now in the stud along with his famous sire.
Another to be returned there is Volomite 2:03j4. the
Futurity winner of 1928 and the Charter Oak Stake winner
of 1929, the only three-year-old ever to win one of the aged
trotting classics. Volomite's oldest foals are now two and
one of them, Tara 2:07^, is the champion two-year-old
pacing filly of 1933.
Chestnut Peter 2:05 '4. another of the Walnut Hall sires,
was a Futurity winner when racing and has sired Futurity
winners, Hollyrood Leonard 2:02^, and Sir Raleigh
2:04%, the former the 1922 Matron Stake winner, the
latter winner of the 1932 Junior Illinois Futurity. He also
sired Peter Cowl 2:02, winner of the $25,000 trotting stake
at Toledo in 1929; Keno 2:02^2, second in the 1931
Hambletonian Stake; Bob Armstrong 2:03^:4, winner of
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the $10,000 Empire State Stake at Syracuse in 1925 ; Bob
Galloway 2:02^, and many others.
Guy Axworthy, for so many years the premier at Walnut
Hall, is now dead, and the veteran San Francisco is a pri
vate stallion. Dr. Edwards lias continued to add new blood
to the stallion barn at the famous breeding establishment.
In addition to Protector and Volomite, the fast record High
Noon 2:02%, and Guy Day, 3, 2:04j4, sons of Guy Ax
worthy, were purchased and Tillworthy, son of Guy Ax
worthy and the champion race mare Tilly Brooke 1:59, was
reserved for the stud.
The brood mare band at Walnut Hall is unexcelled and
Dr. Edwards is continually adding to the list, making re
placements. Many of these are mares which were bred at
Walnut Hall, sold as yearlings and after going to the races,
now find themselves back at the place of their breeding. A
recent one is Nedda Guy 2:03^, winner of the 1931
Championship Stallion Stake and other Grand Circuit
events, this mare having been purchased at the recent Old
Glory sale.
A glance through the list of the 1933 champions of dif
ferent ages is illuminating. Two of the fastest race two-
year-olds of the year are Sturdy 2:04%, and Lord Jim
2:05%, both from the Old Glory consignment to New-
York in 1932. Meda 2:03%, Kentucky Futurity winner
and champion three-year-old race filly, was sold in the
consignment of 1931. Selka Worthy 2 :02, champion four-
year-old trotting filly, was sold in the consignment of 1930.
The champion two-year-<)ld trotting iilly Bertha C. Han
over 2:04, is by Peter Volo. The season's champion trotter
of any age, Vansandt, is by San Francisco. The champion
three-year-old trotting colt Brown Berry is by Peter Volo.
The history of the fartn is interwoven with the history of
harness turf champions.
Make Your Plans Now to Attend the
Foster Song Festiva
In this historic ante-bellum house at Bardstown
Kentucky, Stephen Collins Foster wrote the world's
best loved ballad of home.
July 4, his birthday, has been made Stephen
Collins Foster Day and the occasion for a Foster
Song Festival in the beautiful old park that sur
rounds the house.
Begin now making your plans to attend this
Festival which, each year, attracts thousands of
visitors who come to honor the composer and the
house he loved.
III
My Old Kentucky Home is open to visitors throush-
out the year. You do not know Kentucky and the old
South until you have visited this State Shrine at Bards
town, forty miles southeast of Louisville.
My Old Kentucky Home
ueakinc inc., louistills
